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Company Profile
Everrich has been bringing Taiwan to the world since 1997 with the
establishment of its first travel retail outlet in the Kaohsiung International Airport. With extensive retail outlets in all of Taiwan’s major
international transit points, including the Taoyuan International
Airport, Taipei Songshan Airport, Taichung Airport, and Kinmen
Harbor, Everrich is the leading proponent of Taiwan tourism.

32 A Park Lover’s Guide to Bird
Watching in Taipei
By Scott Weaver

Now, Everrich has gone further in enhancing the development of
the tourism industry in Taiwan by opening up even more shopping
plazas throughout the nation, including the outlying islands. Everrich launched a gleaming shopping center in Taipei City in 2012,
followed by the Golden Lake Plaza and hotel in Kinmen, officially
opened in 2015. The latest project, Discovery Hotel and Profond
Pier No. 3 Duty Free Complex, soft opened in Penghu in February
2018.
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Taiwan’s Indigenous Formosan
Mountain Dog.
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The stress is being placed on
quality service and Taiwanese
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Everrich has garnered numerous accolades for its role in promoting Taiwanese tourism. Everrich won “Best Airport Retailer of
the Year” and “Best Downtown Retailer of the Year” in 2016 and
2017, part of the Global Frontier Award given at the annual Travel
Retail Exhibition in Cannes. Moreover, with its partner Taoyuan
International Airport, Everrich has won the Skytrax “Best Airport
Service Personnel” award for both the Asia region and the World
numerous times.
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Sun Moon Lake holiday marked
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昇恆昌企業簡介

By Joshua Samuel Brown and
Stephanie Huffman

源於對臺灣的熱情，昇恆昌免稅商店以立足本土、接軌國際為職
志，1997年起先後取得高雄國際機場綜合免稅商店、桃園國際機場
第一與第二航廈、臺北市區免稅預售中心、臺北松山機場、臺中機
場、金門水頭商港等營運據點經營權。

52 The Hong Kong You Don’t
Know

為推廣台灣觀光、提昇旅遊服務品質、配合政府建設離島政策，
陸續於2012年落成啟用台北市區「昇恆昌免稅廣場」，2015年金湖
廣場及飯店正式開幕，2018年更在澎湖全新開立國際型觀光飯店及
大型複合式購物商場。

The former British Crown Colony
offers much more to visitors than
just shopping and dim sum.
By Matthew Fulco
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昇恆昌先後於2016、2017年法國坎城旅遊零售展上，榮獲國際
專業媒體Frontier Award評選為「全球最佳機場免稅業者」及「全球
最佳市區免稅業者」大獎。更與桃園國際機場共同協力連續多年獲
得Skytrax「全球最佳機場服務人員」亞洲及全球雙料冠軍。
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PUPPETS

taiwanese puppetry
CONTINUING A RICH TRADITION
PHOTO: STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

BY STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

P

uppet theater’s rich history throughout Asia is well known. China
boasts several styles of puppetry dating back to the Han dynasty. These include
marionette puppetry in which the action
is controlled from above by strings, and
rod puppetry in which the puppets’ bodies are moved around the stage on a long
stick while smaller rods are used to control
the arms and legs. Shadow puppetry, now
more widely associated with Indonesia,
creates a shadow performance for the audience with intricately cut leather strips performing behind a backlit cloth.
The most popular type of puppetry in
Taiwan is budaixi (
, also sometimes
written as potehi or poteshi ), in which puppets are worn like a glove and manipulated
by hand. Scholars believe it originated in
the coastal regions of China sometime in

6

While evolving from outdoor performances in villages
and city neighborhoods to television and the internet,
budaixi has maintained its popularity.

the 18th century before spreading to Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia
along with migrants from the China mainland. Though found elsewhere, budaixi
experienced its greatest development in
Taiwan and has become something of a
national art form.
Budaixi literally means “cloth sack
theater.” In the early days, the glove puppet bodies were created from square, sackshaped pieces of cloth, while the head,
hands, and feet were carved from wood or
molded from clay. The art form was also
known as “small-basket theater” after the
way in which the puppets were carried
between villages and towns by the performers. The baskets were kept backstage and
puppets would be tossed into them during
the performance to facilitate quick character changes.

The tradition of traveling budaixi
troupes changed little in Taiwan from the
Qing dynasty into Japanese colonial days.
Performances were held at times of important life events in society, including weddings and various religious observances.
The biggest changes in the budaixi
world came after the creation of the
Golden Ray Theater (Jinguang Budaixi ) in
1950, which ushered in a new era for puppet theater in Taiwan. Golden Ray’s puppets were larger, and their colors, clothing,
and hairstyles also changed. Black lights
and fireworks were added to create greater
fanfare, and elements from foreign movies, music, and cartoons were incorporated
into the puppet shows. The popularity of
this new style grew rapidly alongside traditional budaixi shows.
The advent of television in the 1960s
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would cause the art form to evolve even
more. Puppet theater was featured on Taiwan television from its early days, but saw
a tremendous rise in popularity over the
next decade. Considered the father of television puppet theater, puppet master Huang
Chun-hsiung refined the Golden Ray style
for the TV age, with dialogue in Taiwanese
supplemented by Chinese subtitles.
In 1971, his program Shi Yan-wen :
the Scholar Swordsman quickly became a
sensation, consistently hitting ratings of
90% or higher. Legend has it that when Shi
Yan-wen (
) was on air, productivity around Taiwan ground to a halt. The
government pulled the show off the air in
1974, accusing it of disrupting the nation’s
work schedule and harming the economy.
But many suspected that another motivation was involved.

The language issue
During the martial law era, budaixi
contrasted sharply with nearly everything
else on Taiwan’s popular entertainment
landscape in that most performances were
performed in Taiwanese rather than the
Mandarin that the Kuomintang (KMT)
government was intent on promoting. Regulations restricted the amount of Taiwanese
programming and even the number of Taiwanese songs that could be performed on
TV each day.
Interestingly, a similar dynamic had
existed during the years of Japanese colonial rule when Taiwanese art and entertainment were discouraged from promoting
themes considered overtly “local.” During this period, many Taiwanese puppet
troupes would dress their puppets in Japanese kimonos, only to remove the outer
garbs later in the performance (after the
colonial authorities had departed) to reveal
traditional budaixi attire beneath. At this
point, the dialogue would also switch from
Japanese to Taiwanese.
So when the government drove the popular show Shi Yan-wen from television, it’s
likely that protecting the economy was less
of a concern than some political considerations. The show was eventually allowed
back on the air in 1982, in the waning days
of martial law.
With the show’s return to the airwaves,
Huang’s sons Chris and Vincent contin-

ued their father’s legacy by forming Pili
International Multimedia in 1983. Based
in Yunlin, Pili built the largest puppet film
studio in the world, utilizing new techniques to enhance their puppet empire.
Combining budaixi puppets with computer
technology and 3D animation, the Pili
series brought the evolution of Taiwanese
glove puppetry to a new dimension.
Pili has been highly successful financially and is even listed on the over-thecounter Taipei Exchange. Pili DVDs are
sold in convenience stores across Taiwan,
and images of its popular characters are
used to promote everything from shampoo
to alcohol.
Pili’s shows also continue to be hugely
popular on Taiwanese television, where
they are a mainstay of some evening programming. For many visitors to Taiwan,
their first exposure to Taiwanese puppetry
comes while channel surfing in their hotel
rooms.
Pili’s success has led to a resurgence
of budaixi in Taiwan. Today traditional
budaixi troupes can be seen performing
at temples and public spaces around the
island, not all that differently from the way
it was done a hundred years ago – except
now the stages are generally set up on the
back of a flat-bed truck. The dialogue and
narration is almost always in Taiwanese.
At the same time, several new troupes have
emerged, creating new and original budaixi

plays for staging before live audiences, on
television, and increasingly, online.

GooDoo Puppet Troupe
(

)

GooDoo Puppet Troupe is a modern
troupe based in Tainan, founded in 2000
by Huang Guan-wei. Huang has successfully turned a love of puppets into a career,
performing with his troupe regularly in
Tainan and across Taiwan. GooDoo's
shows are based on historical events in
Taiwan and performed in Taiwanese, with
Chinese and English subtitles.
The troupe aims to teach its audience
about Taiwanese history and culture using
traditional smaller-sized budaixi puppets,
alongside the more modern larger-sized
ones.
GooDoo’s 2017 production, Mystery
of the Great Mind Ocean , was a historical
drama set during Taiwan’s Dutch colonial
period. Hardly a children’s play, Mystery
addressed a complex series of issues including colonization, taxation, Aboriginal tribal
life, prostitution, and (just for good measure) child murder. There’s even an appearance by Koxinga, the 17th-century warrior
who drove the Dutch out of Taiwan.
This year saw GooDoo cooperate with
famed Tainan danzai noodle restaurant
Du Hsiao Yueh (
) to create Pup-

PHOTO: STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

The attention to details, such as with this puppet of Shi Yan-wen, brings the characters to life.
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puppetry to the world stage. The troupe
traveled to Thailand in 2015 and performed
in Japan last year. In September it will
return to Japan to perform Taiwan’s Legend: Ripple of War in Tokyo. Plans are in
the works to bring a GooDoo show to the
United States next year. “Puppets are relatable and entertaining,” says Chang. “They
show people the similarities between cultures and make cross-cultural connections.”

NPY Studio (北

PHOTO: STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

A GooDoo Puppet Troupe member demonstrates budaixi.

pet Art with Du Hsiao Yueh . To celebrate
the 123rd anniversary of the restaurant’s
founding, the troupe created a video featuring their distinctive puppets and depicting
the creation of the iconic noodles.
Also new this year, introduced at the
2018 Tainan Arts Festival, is GooDoo’s
latest production, Taiwan’s Legend: Ripple
of War , which tells the history of Tainan.
Working individuals and events from history into the storyline is important to
GooDoo, explains troupe member Roger
Chang. “By incorporating real events, we
can teach history that people might otherwise not know,” he notes.
With modern technology competing for
attention, it can be difficult to convince
today’s audience to visit a temple and sit
for a two-hour puppet show. To entice
viewers, GooDoo makes use of modern
music, special effects, computer graphics, and dazzling lighting effects. During
Mystery of the Great Mind Ocean , human
actors appeared on a side stage for a live
action fight scene while the puppets provided commentary from the main stage,
humorously breaking theatre’s “fourth
wall.”
In addition to performing original pup8

pet productions, GooDoo members travel
to local schools to teach puppet workshops
in which history lessons are combined with
DIY activities. In the workshops, children
paint their own puppets and learn how to
make them move.
GooDoo is also bringing Taiwanese

)

Lin Zi-yang, a young Taiwanese entrepreneur who prefers going by the name
Snowter, is working to bring budaixi to
a larger audience. Founded in 2016, his
NPY Studio creates the online puppet show
Underworld Rangers ( 湖
). A
unique aspect of the show is that the series
is crowdfunded. Over 7,000 fans donated
money online to produce the first two episodes, with additional funds provided by
Taipei’s Department of Cultural Affairs.
Episodes take six months to create and are
aired on the studio’s YouTube channel.
Underworld Rangers follows a small
group of heroes as they travel the land
fighting for justice. More traditional puppet TV shows, like Pili, have complicated
storylines told in an episodic manner. “Our
stories are simpler, to reach a wider audience,” Snowter explains, noting the fewer

PHOTO: NPY STUDIO

Snowter, founder of NPY Studio, poses with the budaixi puppets of the online
puppet show Underworld Rangers.
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characters and more direct plotlines.
Of the 12 episodes that will comprise
Season 1, parts 1 and 2 are currently available to watch online. Episodes 3 and 4 will
debut this summer, featuring the same cast
setting out on a new adventure.
Though the three core team members
live in Taipei, the shows are filmed in Nantou to keep down production costs. Fans
generally donate between NT$500 and
NT$900, and the fan base extends beyond
Taiwan to Japan, China, Canada, the United States, and elsewhere.
Unlike traditional Taiwanese TV puppet shows that use Taiwanese dialogue with
Chinese subtitles, Snowter chose for his
puppets speak in Mandarin with Chinese
and English subtitles as a way to reach
more viewers. Although the story takes
place during the Ming dynasty, the dialogue
is peppered with modern references from
eating out at a popular restaurant to ordering a book from Amazon.com. The style of
humor is somewhat like Monty Python and
serves to broaden the show’s appeal.
In addition to Underworld Rangers ,
Snowter freelances on other puppet-based
projects around the island and is confident
that Taiwanese puppetry will continue to
grow in popularity. Fans tell him that their
older family members watch Underworld
Rangers together with their grandchildren.
Underworld Rangers can be seen at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvYEYEv87JBnTGozvZCI65Q

Taiyuan Asian Puppet Theatre
物 )
Museum (台 亞洲
Taiwan’s vibrant modern puppet scene
was made possible by the rich history of
puppetry on the island. The Taiyuan Asian
Puppet Theatre Museum (TAPTM) is one
of a handful of museums dedicated to
preserving this unique art form. Located
in Taipei’s Dadaocheng District, TAPTM
encompasses both a museum and theater
space. The facility has four floors dedicated
to puppetry, and features four styles of
puppets – glove, marionette, rod, and shadow. In addition to Taiwanese puppets, the
collection includes puppets, puppet props,
costumes, and stages from across Asia, or
as the museum likes to say, “from Turkey
to Taiwan.”

PHOTO: STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

A series of budaixi puppets on display at the Taiyuan Asian Puppet Theatre
Museum (TAPTM).

In 2000, Paul C.F. Lin, a longtime promoter of Taiwanese culture, donated his
extensive private puppet collection to the
Dadaocheng neighborhood, a traditional
focal point for Taiwanese theater. Partnering with Dutch scholar Robin Ruizendaal,
who became the museum director, he established TAPTM. A conservation and collection department was added in 2008.
TAPTM has over ten thousand Asian
puppetry artifacts and holds exhibitions
both locally and abroad. In 2017 TAPTM
took its “Asian Puppet Theater” exhibition
to South Africa and this year “A Sea of
Puppets: Taiwan” entertained and educated
schoolchildren in Honolulu for several
weeks.
The affiliated Nadou Theatre and
Taiyuan Puppet Theatre Company performs both traditional and modern puppet
shows, often collaborating with master
puppeteers and puppet companies from
across Asia, Europe, and North America.
The company regularly showcases glove
puppet shows on an antique stage, celebrating Taiwanese puppeteers’ skill and
storytelling arts for audiences at exhibitions, festivals, and other cultural events
across the globe.
Original productions include The Honorable Thief Liao Tian-ding , based on a
“Taiwanese Robin Hood” who stole from
the rich and gave to the poor during the

Japanese occupation. The company’s most
recent production was A Sailor’s Tale ,
about a French seaman who washes up on
Taiwan’s shores during the Sino-French
War in the 1880s.
As education features prominently in
the museum’s core mission of preserving
and promoting Taiwanese and Asian puppet theater, TAPTM regularly hosts events
for the public. In cooperation with the Taipei City government, one of the museum’s
programs enables all second-grade students
in the city to visit the museum during the
school year and to see a traditional budaixi
performance.
More information about the museum
can be found at its website http://www.
taipeipuppet.com/english/index-menu.html.
It is located at 79 Xining North Road (Tel:
2556-8909; Open Tuesday to Sunday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tickets: NT$80 for adults,
NT$50 for children).
Looking to the future, GooDoo troupe
leader Huang Guan-wei says puppetry in
Taiwan can be expected to continue to
thrive and adapt to modern times. “Performances will become more complex
and increasingly sophisticated,” he says.
“We have a responsibility to the legacy
of budaixi , but we also acknowledge the
needs of this era by incorporating experiences people have had on this land into our
performances.”
taiwan business topics • july 2018
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loo in beyon
THE OBVIOUS IN
Miaoli
SHITAN ZHONGLOU OLD PATH

STORY AND PHOTOS
BY STEVEN CROOK

The north-central county may not
be on most tourist itineraries, but
it contains a number of worthwhile attractions.

that is a cornerstone of Shei-Pa National
Park (
國
園).
Not on his list is a trio of popular spots
around Sanyi (
). One of them is the
town’s long-established Wood Sculpture
Museum (
物 ; open 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Tuesday to Sunday; admission
NT$80), a worthy showcase of abstract,
decorative, practical, and religious carvings.
The other two lie on what is called the
Old Mountain Railway Line ( 山 ), a
15.9-kilometer-long stretch of railroad that
for much of the 20th century linked Sanyi
with Greater Taichung. Regular trains now
ply a straighter route a short distance to
the west, but the Old Line still handles the
occasional tourist train pulled by a steam
locomotive.
Tourists adore the Japanese-era wooden
main building at Shengxing Station (
). At 402.36 meters above sea level, the
station was the highest point on Taiwan’s
conventional railway network. A short
drive to the south, Longteng Broken Bridge
(
, also known as Yutengping
Broken Bridge:
) was damaged
beyond repair by the deadliest earthquake
in Taiwan’s history, the April 21, 1935
tremor that killed 3,422 people. It is a
beguiling ruin, far more charming than the
replacement bridge across the road. There
are no admission charges for either Shengxing Station or Longteng Broken Bridge,
but you will need to pay for parking.
Given that many of those exploring
Miaoli approach from the north, it makes
sense to begin this survey of lesser attractions with those close to the border with
Hsinchu.

The littoral by locomotive

F

or Taiwanese eager to explore their
country, Miaoli is synonymous with
Hakka culture and charming towns
in the foothills. But for international tourists, the county is largely unknown territory. Even those foreign travelers who devote
a day to Hsinchu and think Taichung warrants a closer look are likely to remain on
the bullet train as it zips through Miaoli.
Taipei 101 , a two-volume guidebook by
Richard Saunders – and as good a list as
exists of attractions in Taiwan that should
appeal to Westerners – spotlights four plac10

es in Miaoli. One is the pretty inland town
of Nanzhuang (
). Another is Lion’s
Head Mountain ( 頭山), part of which
lies within Hsinchu County. Although the
mountain is better known among Taiwanese for its temples and monasteries, Saunders praises its natural beauty.
He bundles together the indigenous villages of Luchang ( 場) and Xiangtianhu
(
湖), as both are accessed via Nanzhuang. Last, yet perhaps most impressive, is Dabajianshan (大
山), the
3,492-meter-high, barrel-shaped mountain

Coming from Taipei by conventional
(TRA) train, Qiding (
) is the first station in Miaoli County. Only local trains
stop here, but there are good reasons to
spend up to an hour in the area. Those
traveling by car can approach via Expressway 61.
From the station, follow the signs to
the Landscape Platform (
觀 臺),
five minutes’ walk away, for some engaging views up and down the coast. Then
walk down the steps and turn right when
you reach the path that runs parallel to
the railway line. After around 600 meters,
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Baishatun, the coastal town where the
Gongtian Temple is located.

you will come to a pair of tunnels, disused
since the railway was double-tracked and
moved closer to the sea in the early 1970s.
The first tunnel is 67 meters long. Just
before you enter the 131-meter-long second
tunnel, look closely at the brickwork. Bullet holes can still be seen from where U.S.
warplanes strafed the railway in the closing
months of World War II.
Fans of magnificent if dilapidated traditional courtyard houses should wander
through the largely abandoned village
directly inland from the Landscape Platform. Though the Hsinchu Science Park
is a mere 24 minutes’ drive away, it seems
few people wish to live in such a quiet and
windswept location.
Train-riding tourists need to know that
the railroad splits south of Qiding. One
line takes an inland route to Miaoli City,
Sanyi, and Taichung. The other hugs the
coastline, and provides access to a couple
of attractions that leave some people cold,
while others find them engaging.
One is Baishatun (
) and its spiritual center of gravity, Gongtian Temple (
). Like the far better-known festival
that kicks off at Dajia Jenn Lann Temple
(大
) in Greater Taichung, the
annual pilgrimage that begins and ends at
Gongtian Temple expresses adoration for
the sea goddess Mazu – but some people
who have attended both say the Baishatun
event is more heartfelt and less commercialized.
Religion aside, Baishatun has definite
rustic appeal. Wander about and you will
see families sorting fish and tending vegetable patches in their front yards. The
vernacular here is Taiwanese. Miaoli may
be majority Hakka, but many coastal communities are Hoklo-dominated.
One stop south is Xinpu (新 ). From

the station, it is a mere 450 meters to the
seaside theme park called Qiu-mao Yuan
(
園, open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily;
admission free). Established in the mid1970s and named for founder Huang Qiumao (
), a Taiwanese businessman
who made a fortune in Japan, the park
contains a motley selection of statues and
tableaux intended to illustrate China’s
greatest legends and stories, among them
Journey to the West and the lives of Confucius and Zheng Cheng-gong (Koxinga).
The place has certainly seen better days, yet
draws plenty of curious sightseers.

from Qiding, it makes sense to take Road
126 and skirt Mingde Reservoir (
水
). Like almost every other sizable body
of water in Taiwan, the lake here is manmade, created in the late 1960s to meet the
needs of industry. The general prohibition
on swimming in the reservoir is occasionally lifted for charity events during which
participants must follow a set route.
Shitan’s “downtown” can be found
at the southern end of Road 124 where it
joins Highway 3. What is promoted as Shitan Old Street (
) is more authentic
than many of Taiwan’s “old streets.” Few
of the buildings have been gentrified, and
most of the businesses meet the needs of

Peace and quiet in Shitan
The rural township of Shitan (
) has
many of the same charms as Nanzhuang
– a thoroughly bucolic atmosphere and a
population that is almost 94% Hakka –
but gets fewer tourists. If you are coming

Above, xiancao, a jelly made from Chinese mesona. Below, Qiu-mao Yuan, the seaside theme park named for Taiwanese businessman Huang Qiu-mao.
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The Hakka Roundhouse, built by the Miaoli County Government in 2014, is representative of Miaoli's unique Hakka culture.

local people rather than catering to tourists. If you need your walking tractor
repaired, you can get it done here.
That said, Xianshan Xiancao ( 山
, open 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily) at
number 62 is capable of handling an entire
tour bus at once. Almost everything on the
menu there features xiancao, a jelly made
from Chinese mesona (Platostoma palustre , a distant relative of mint, sometimes
translated as “grass jelly”). In both Taiwan
and Fujian, xiancao has long been a folk
remedy for heat stroke. There are xiancaoflavored hot pots and noodles, but a bowl
of iced jelly – with milk, mung beans,
adzuki beans, sweet potato, taro, and/or
powdered peanuts – is just the ticket if the
weather is warm.
To walk off your xiancao, look for the
short but very pleasant hiking trail that
begins on the right-hand side of Road 124,
just east of the township office. The trailhead for Zhonglou Old Path (
) is
obvious, even though there is no English
sign. Five minutes of uphill exercise brings
you to a lookout point from where can
survey the little town. If it is April or May,
appreciate the white tung blossoms (
) on nearby hillsides.
Heading back into the heart of Shitan,
look for the steeple of the Presbyterian
Church. The building is unremarkable in
terms of age or architecture, but – and this
fact is celebrated on an information panel
out front – it was right here that George
L. Mackay, the most famous missionary
in Taiwan’s history, pulled rotten teeth
from the mouths of converts and potential
12

converts during an 1873 church-planting
expedition.
Miaoli’s financial woes have attracted
a lot of attention in recent years, with
many criticizing the amount spent by the
county government on underutilized public buildings (see sidebar). Nonetheless,
one central government-backed project
from the same period has enjoyed a mostly
positive reception.
Taiwan Hakka Museum (臺灣
, open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday
to Monday; admission free) – overseen by
the Hakka Affairs Council and located
in Tongluo Science Park – has its flaws,
yet visitors are bound to learn quite a bit
about the country’s largest ethnic minority. The displays include a good overview

of the trades Hakka people traditionally
engaged in (including camphor extraction
and other forestry work, as well as tea and
tobacco farming), and there some surprising facts are revealed. In the 1950s, for
instance, Taiwan was the source of 70% of
the world’s citronella oil, much of it made
from lemongrass grown in Miaoli.
Another intriguing detail is that, at one
point, 70% of Taiwan Railways Administration employees were Hakka. Unfortunately, neither the English nor the Chinese
text specifies when that point in time
occurred.
In many parts of the museum, it feels
as if the lighting was designed to frustrate
photographers. On the other hand, the
section of the museum devoted to democratization and street protests has definite
visual impact.
A few hundred meters south of the
museum, the Tongluo Tea Factory (台灣
) welcomes visitors between
10 a.m. and 5 p.m. every day of the week.
There are guided tours at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. every day, with an additional tour at
3:30 p.m. on weekends and holidays.
The admission charge of NT$100 per
person is redeemable against purchases
made in the shop (which sells Taiwan-grown
teas and coffees, and some other nicely
packaged items) or drinks enjoyed on site.
There are better places to go in Taiwan if
you simply want to walk through a tea plantation, but the view inland is quite good.
Descriptions of Miaoli County aimed

A display in the Taiwan Hakka Museum depicts traditional Hakka trades such as tea
and tobacco farming.
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at tourists seldom mention Miaoli City,
home to one in six of the county’s 552,000
residents. Is the county seat really an
attraction-free zone?
Not entirely. The Miaoli Railway Museum (
物展
, open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily; admission free), 200 meters

south of the Miaoli TRA Station, displays
nearly 20 pieces of rolling stock, including steam and diesel locomotives and passenger cars between 47 and 105 years of
old. Another “sight” can be found on the
western edge of the city, at the intersection
of Highway 6 and Zhigong Road (

). Constructed out of several repurposed
shipping containers, into which large windows have been cut, this 7-Eleven branch
has been praised by one blogger for its
“dreamy, macaron-like colors.” Ideal for
the Instagram generation, maybe, but hardly the most meaningful travel experience.

Miaoli’s White Elephants

I

n November last year, Taipei Mayor Ko Wen-je added a
new term to Taiwanese Mandarin: “Miaolization” (
). Commenting on the tendency of some local government leaders to borrow heavily, Ko said several cities and counties were in danger of ending up in straits as dire as those of
Miaoli County.
The previous month, just after the Control Yuan had
impeached former Miaoli County Commissioner Liu Chenghung on charges of severe negligence of duty, the Taipei Times
reported that the county government’s total debts had reached
NT$67.6 billion (then US$2.15 billion). During Liu’s nine years
and five days in office, the amount Miaoli County owed to others more than tripled.
The October 2015 issue of Taiwan Business TOPICS
reported that Liu had “spent extravagantly….At the start of
his term, Liu spent NT$1.2 billion (US$37 million) to renovate
the county government building, plan a high-speed rail zone,
and expropriate large quantities of land for new development.”
Under his watch, spending on fireworks and concerts was more
than double that of the NT$100 million (US$3.1 million) budget for school lunches.
Unlike the Aozihdi Forest Park (
園), the
sprawling and popular green space which some say the Kaohsiung City government should sell off to pay down some of its
debts, several of the infrastructure projects initiated during Liu’s
period in office seem not to bring much joy to people’s lives.
In his October 12, 2015 Taipei Times article (“Miaoli:
The county that debt built”) Aaron Wytze Wilson describes
Yingtsai Academy (
) as nearly empty and not worth
the NT$50 admission fee. Fourteen months later, this writer
dropped by this landmark, an elegant yet utterly antiseptic recreation of a Qing Dynasty academy, and found himself in complete agreement. There is very little to see or do inside. It lacks

the historic ambiance that surrounds authentic shuyuan like the
Xingxian Tutorial Academy (
) in Yuanlin City, Changhua County. Located between the Miaoli HSR Station and
Houlong TRA Station, it is too far from either for most trainriding tourists to walk.
The 1,385-ping Hakka Roundhouse (
) unveiled by
the county government in late 2014 has the advantage of being
within walking distance of both the HSR and Fengfu TRA stations, but there is little else to recommend this NT$120 million
white elephant. It is not even a proper replica of the famous circular Hakka tulou (土 ) in mainland China, the windows being
much larger than those on the original structures in Fujian, and
the walls far thinner. Rather than remain open to the elements,
the courtyard has been glassed over to create an atrium.
Admission to the roundhouse costs NT$30, and like Yingcai Academy it is open Tuesday to Sunday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The exhibition rooms on the second and third floors explicate
Hakka agricultural and culinary practices. There are farm tools,
traditional cots, and a mockup of an old-style kitchen/dining
room. You can learn how fucai – the pickled mustard greens
that are a distinctive feature of Hakka dishes in Taiwan – is
made. If you can read Chinese, that is. Visitors will find more
English on the official website (http://hakkaroundhouse.mlc.
gov.tw) than in the building itself.
One project in the same part of the county does not charge
admission while bringing tangible benefits. Qingshui Corridor
( 水
) is lined with willows and home to a reported 111
aquatic plant species. Wandering beside this 2.6-kilometer-long
eco-engineered waterway on a quiet weekday morning, this
writer spotted hundreds of fish and more than a dozen sizable
waterbirds. On weekends during the warmer months, there are
surely more human than avian visitors.
— By Steven Crook
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IN PENGHU, A SHRINE
TO RELAXATION
OPENS

N

one of us are strangers to the daily stresses and
responsibilities of life. Whether you keep getting
stuck in traffic jams, you have to drive your kid to
that 5:30 a.m. swim practice, or your email inbox is about
to burst at the seams, we all deserve the chance to get away
and relax for a little bit. The newly opened Discovery Hotel
in the idyllic island chain of Penghu offers the perfect combination of outstanding service set amidst stunning natural
beauty, so you can relax with no worries.
Part of the Everrich Duty Free line of tourist facilities
and retail outlets, the Discovery Hotel has been making tireless strides towards improving choices for visitors to Penghu
by providing more activities and attractions and improving
the quality of service on the island chain. With so many funfilled activities to choose from, visitors are no longer limited
to visiting Penghu in the summer months and can now visit
whenever the mood arises!
The hotel features rooms that overlook either the harbor
or the park from which fireworks are launched during the
annual fireworks festival on the archipelago. No matter

14
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which room you have, you are guaranteed a spectacular view. There are a
variety of options with room choice,
including a family room with a fun
design for the kids. The rooms are
modern and spacious, designed with
comfort in mind.
The culture and history of Penghu
are distinct from that of Taiwan, and
its unique atmosphere is reflected in
the Discovery Hotel. The hotel’s allday restaurant features a bar made
of wood derived from native Penghu
trees which evolved to withstand fierce
winds whipped up in the wintertime.
The lobby motif is inspired by indigenous symbols, including fish and plants
native to the islands, and even the logo
takes the form of a traditional oriental
window that symbolizes the beauty of
Penghu as seen from the hotel.
Due to ocean currents and atmospheric patterns, the islands of Penghu
are known for disruptive winds in the
later months of the year. The facilities
at the Discovery Hotel are specifically
designed to overcome this obstacle,
featuring an open-air pool and bar
with a roof to protect visitors from
the elements while maintaining an
outdoors ambience.
Just next to the hotel is the newly
opened Profond Pier No. 3 Shopping Plaza. The largest shopping mall
in Penghu, the Profond Pier No. 3
Shopping Plaza offers a range of fun
activities no matter the season and is
worth a trip on its own. It boasts an
extensive duty-free mall with the best

brands the market has to offer at lower
prices. After you’ve wandered the stores
and are looking for a bit of physical activity, the GoStar Challenge Park
is the perfect next stop. With a stateof-the-art gym, an American Ninja
Warrior-style obstacle course, and
augmented-reality climbing wall, there
are activities for visitors of every age
and athletic ability.
For those who enjoy an oaky Macallan or a smooth Glenlivet, the Profond
Pier No. 3 Shopping Plaza contains the
Whiskey 101 Experience Space, which
takes visitors through the history of
the drink and an in-depth explanation of how the liquor is processed and
distilled.

The inclusion of unique experiences
such as this is another example of the
lengths Everrich consistently goes to
on behalf of its clientele. With these
innovations, you can ignore the previous limitations of the tourist season;
you’ll have more flexibility and freedom to choose when you want to
vacation, adapting to your individual
schedule.
Aside from the extensive facilities
of the hotel and the Plaza, there is a
culture of dedication in service at the
Discovery Hotel. The staff is extremely
accommodating, ready to satisfy any
request or offer any item that might
inadvertently have been left at home.
If you are hosting a large event, such
as a wedding, you’ll find assistance at
every step of the planning process at
the Discovery Hotel. You don’t need to
worry about any of the small details;
the only goal is to make it as memor able and happy an experi ence as
possible.
Economically, the hotel and shopping complex provide more than 400
job opportunities in Penghu, encouraging Penghu natives to return to their
hometown and boosting the local economy and tourism industry. The project
has not only worked hard to lengthen
the tourist season and give visitors
greater flexibility with planning activities, but represents a revitalization of
the tourism industry and entire economy of Penghu.
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KENTING

TAIWAN'S HAWAII IS IN
HOT WATER

STORY AND PHOTOS
BY MATTHEW FULCO

K

Kenting's tourist arrivals have plunged amidst complaints about
service quality, prices, and litter.

enting is the closest Taiwan gets
to a tropical Arcadia. The small
seaside town lies in a secluded peninsula near the island’s southernmost point,
about 200 kilometers south of the Tropic of
Cancer. White-sand beaches abound. The
sun blazes, coloring the temperate waters
azure, aquamarine, and royal blue. The air
is pristine too. Geographic isolation and
steady winds protect Kenting (sometimes
also spelled Kending) from the smog that
often envelops Taiwan’s western half.
Designated as a national park in 1984,
Kenting gradually developed a tourism
sector over the next two decades. Visitors
were nearly all domestic. Development was
haphazard but small-scale, preserving the
area’s rustic splendor.
Kenting’s tourism market came alive
a decade ago, buoyed by a confluence of
factors. The arrival of high-speed rail to
Kaohsiung in 2007 nearly halved travel
16

time from northern Taiwan to 4-1/2 hours.
Secondly, the hit Taiwanese film Cape
No. 7, shot on location, attracted a wave
of Hong Kong tourists. And most importantly, in 2011 the Ma Ying-jeou administration eased restrictions on individual
Chinese visitors to Taiwan.
The deluge of visitors overwhelmed
Kenting, leading to widespread complaints
among locals about litter and overcrowding. Yet many local residents smelled
opportunity. Throngs of unlicensed food
vendors appeared on Kenting Street,
home of the popular local night market,
and beaches. Rows of look-alike bed and
breakfasts – many operated by hospitality
neophytes – sprang up across the Hengchun Peninsula.
Prices soared, culminating in public
outrage earlier this year after an irate tourist wrote on Facebook that he was charged
NT$920 for a plate of snacks at the night

market – thrice the going rate in Taipei.
Once the post went viral, the national Taiwanese media descended on Kenting. The
erstwhile halcyon beach community was in
ruin, they declared. The Hawaii of Taiwan
now looked more like the Jersey Shore.
To b e s u r e, t o u r i s m n u m b e r s a r e
steadily falling. Kenting National Park
recorded 4.3 million arrivals last year, an
almost 50% decline from 8.16 million in
2014. Through February this year, about,
571,000 people visited Kenting, compared
to 645,000 during the same period the
year before and 1.2 million in the first two
months of 2016.
“I was expecting it to be more like a
beach in Thailand,” says Derrick Chang,
a Hong Kong-based public-school teacher
who visited two years ago. “But the beach
wasn’t that nice. There were heaps of
people. The food stunk. There were touts
all over the place.”
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Reviews on Facebook are even harsher.
“The beach looks like a junkyard,” wrote
Facebook user Wu Sn Lon in a May post
on the official account of Kenting National
Park, lamenting the omnipresent heaps of
rubbish. “Are you sure this is a national
park? You’re going to make us a laughingstock with foreign visitors.”
In a June post on the park’s Facebook
account, user Claude Lin criticized Kenting’s excessive commercialization. “Why
should vendors be able to take over the
beach in a national park?” he wrote.

Service woes
When I visited Kenting in May, I did see
some trash on the beach, but few vendors.
Better enforcement of littering violations
would improve the situation. But that still
wouldn’t resolve the fundamental problem.
With the exception of Kenting Street, eateries are limited. As a result, beachgoers
often buy instant noodles or a lunchbox
from a convenience store and eat on the
street or at the beach. Rubbish bins are limited, so only the more conscientious visitors
pack up their trash and take it home.
Meanwhile, restaurants can be a bit
expensive considering the no-frills setting –
cheap patio furniture, poor ventilation, and
a piece of paper on a clipboard as the menu
– and minimal service. A meal consisting of
cold sliced beef (a tough cut), stir-fried vegetables, and a small bowl of spicy noodles
was about NT$300.
More disappointing was the quality of
service in my hotel. While the room was
spacious, well-appointed, and offered a
pristine ocean view, the property’s staff
lacked rudimentary hospitality skills. I
had to ask them to clean the room; they
grudgingly accommodated my requests for
breakfast (such as scrambled eggs), and
most oddly, the owner’s elderly father sat
in the tiny lobby for long periods, sometimes staring at guests. I learned his identity
after asking one of the staff members why
he had been sitting there all day.
On the day of my departure, the sole
front-desk staff member on duty was ill,
and while coughing continuously – into
her palms and the air – offered to bring my
luggage to the taxi. I said I would handle it
myself.
That hotel cost about NT$4,000 a

night, upper mid-range for Kenting. For
that price, the service should have been better, says Leo Ko, a Hengchun native and
owner of the Seawall bed and breakfast,
which has been in operation since 2001.
“The problem is that a lot of people with
no hospitality experience jumped on the
bed-and-breakfast bandwagon after individual mainland tourists were permitted to
visit Taiwan,” he says. “They don’t know
the first thing about running a B&B.”
When demand peaked between 2013
and 2014, a slew of people rushed to build
properties, Ko says. By the time construction was finished, tourist arrivals had
already started to decline. “Taiwanese
always are eager to make a fast buck by
investing in something that’s a proven success,” he says. “They don’t always think
about how excess supply affects profitability.” Still, Ko expects that Kenting’s tourism market will recover as supply decreases. “Hotels will close when the owners see
that the business isn’t so easy,” he says.
“It’s already happening. The strong will
survive.”
Peter Frauchiger, a 40-year veteran of
the hospitality industry who works as the
culinary director at Kenting’s Chateau
Beach Resort, says that lax local licensing requirements have exasperated room
oversupply. “In Kenting, you just need a
building with four to fifteen rooms to call

yourself a B&B [above 15 rooms is considered a hotel], but some of them don’t offer
breakfast and other services associated
with B&Bs,” he says. “Everybody can sell
rooms here.”
Frauchiger’s girlfriend owns La Fleur,
a B&B in Hengchun Old Town. With a
restaurant on the first floor, the property is
one of just a few Kenting B&Bs that serve
breakfast a la carte. By definition, “a bed
and ‘breakfast’ should include a proper
breakfast,” he says.

Worth the trek?
Kenting has always attracted local tourists who want a tropical beach vacation
without having to travel abroad. That isn’t
likely to change, even as business slows.
Chinese tourists continue to visit in large
numbers as well.
Vivi Wei, an art teacher from Jiangsu
Province who visited Kenting in May, told
Taiwan Business TOPICS that she had a
pleasant trip. “My favorite parts of the
trip were the delicious local food and how
friendly everyone was,” she says. “I would
definitely come back.”
She did say that it would be more convenient to travel to Kenting if Hengchun
Airport were operational. That would
eliminate the two-hour car (or three-hour
bus) ride from the Kaohsiung HSR sta-

The Sail Rock, a famous landmark in Kenting National Park.
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tion. Unfortunately, because of strong
downslope winds, it is often unsafe to fly
light aircraft in Kenting – the only type the
airport can accommodate. Since the winds
can be unpredictable, there’s no easy fix to
the problem.
Given the hassle, why then bother to
visit Kenting? Go to experience Taiwan at
the apex of its maritime splendor. The seascapes are lovely and the ocean is placid and
warm, making it ideal for water activities.
Sure, the east coast is more visually stunning, but you often can’t go in the water.
At Hualien’s Qixingtan Beach, there
is a “No Swimming” sign describing the
number of recent drownings there. Not the
ideal vacation destination. Indeed, on my
last visit to Hualien, I stood on the beach
and took photos. In contrast, on my Kenting trip, I swam, kayaked, and snorkeled.
Snorkeling in Kenting lets one appreciate the wonders of the sea, says Oasis You,
a water-sports instructor and lifeguard
based in Hengchun County. “Like Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, Okinawa, and
Boracay, Kenting has many types of brilliantly colored tropical fish and coral species,” he says. “It’s a fantastic feeling to see
all that sea life up close.”
In addition to water sports, Kenting
offers equestrian experiences for tourists.
At first blush, it seems a bit strange. Horses
are, after all, more suited to land travel
than sea. But Hengchun County has ample

Unlike Hualien's Qixingtan Beach, Kenting offers several water sports including
kayaking and snorkeling.

wide-open space. There is plenty of land
for a horse farm or two – and accompanying trails for riders.
I discovered the Kenting Equestrian
Resort Village on the website of travelactivity provider KKDay, and decided to
book a one-hour horse-riding experience.
I hadn’t been on horseback since summer
camp in 1992, but once I was back in the
saddle, I felt like I had never left.
That’s because the Kenting Equestrian
Village trains its equines well, says manager
Casper Yuan. “Here we train horses to be

The Kenting Equestrian Resort Village in Hengchun County offers horseback riding
for tourists.
18

ridden, rather than training people to ride
horses,” he says. “We want beginners to be
able to enjoy the experience.”
That’s not to say it’s as easy as driving
a car with automatic transmission. The
trail we took passed through a large pond,
deep enough that the tips of our shoes in
the stirrups nearly grazed the water’s surface. My horse Flower also stopped several times to snack on vegetation. It took
some persistent gentle prodding to get her
moving again.
“You need to treat your horse well, but
also show that you’re in charge,” Yuan
says. “If you’re anxious and unsure of
yourself, the horse will know it, and take
that as a sign to do what it wants.”
The agreeable service I received in the
activities I did in Kenting contrasted with
the hotel and bare-bones dining options.
That’s probably because water sports and
equestrian instructors can’t open a business without first establishing expertise in
their fields. Their primary assets are not
physical property, but their knowledge and
teaching ability.
To become a better holiday destination, Kenting will need to professionalize
its accommodations and restaurants. The
town needs more career hospitality professionals and fewer opportunists.
Says the Chateau Beach Resorts’s
Frauchiger: “The hospitality industry is
about passion for service. Either you have
it or you don’t.”
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bounty beneath
the briny
PHOTO: JOE GARRITY

BY JULES QUARTLY

View the plants and creatures of
the deep on an undersea adventure
at one of Taiwan’s many splendid
diving spots.

A

n island nation surrounded by the
bounty of the Pacific Ocean, Taiwan doesn’t merit a mention in the
world’s top 100 diving lists. This omission
comes despite Taiwan’s considerable natural advantages, diverse array of fish species
and corals, plus the establishment of three
marine parks. The island tends to be viewed
from afar merely as a stopover point to
more glamorous diving sites in Asia.
It’s easy to understand why. First, Tai20

wan is known for industry, not nature. Second, the country’s coastal areas have been
overfished since the 1950s, while the rapid
development of tourism, plus divers collecting specimens for aquariums and damaging
coral, have had a detrimental impact on the
environment.
Even so, locals and those in the know
believe Taiwan deserves greater recognition for the diving opportunities it offers.
They are also quick to point out that its

relatively low profile means the best diving
sites are uncrowded most times of the year.
The reward is a marine environment
that is ranked among the world’s top 10%
for endemic species, according to the Taiwan Environmental Information Association (TEIA). Taiwan’s waters are home to
about 1,100 kinds of coral fish, offering
the opportunity to scope out 60% of the
world’s hard and soft coral species. In
addition, water visibility can be fantastic,
getting to sites is quick and convenient, and
temperatures range from a relatively bracing 76˚F to a warmish 85˚ (24˚ to 29˚C),
making it possible to dive all year round.
“All-in-all, the beauty of Taiwan’s dive
sites have yet to be discovered. Once word
gets out, this is sure to change quickly,”
summarizes the Professional Association of
Diving Instructors (PADI), which is headquartered in California and has trained
more than 25 million divers since it was
founded over five decades ago.
PADI divides Taiwan into five regions
for the purpose of diving: Kenting (sometimes spelled Kending), Orchid Island,
Green Island, Xiaoliuqiu, and Dongji Island
(an islet on the Penghu archipelago). Each
site has its own unique ocean environment,
but all are in the south of Taiwan.
The reason for this “southern bias”
is partly due to the weather, as big waves
are common in the winter up north, while
the water can still be relatively chilly in
spring. Though there aren’t as many reefs
in the north, many local diving enthusiasts are fans of the Northeast Coast and
sites such as Longdong Bay. Wreck diving,
meanwhile, is an exciting option for more
advanced divers.
For Simon Millward, program coordinator for the International Trade Institute
under TAITRA (Taiwan External Trade
Development Council), diving provides
much needed respite from the grind of Taipei city life – complete immersion in a different world.
“Diving is the only time I can fully
relax,” Millward says. “The moment I
release the air from my BCD (Buoyancy
Control Device) and descend under the
water, I leave the world behind. Under the
water all I think about is my dive computer, how much air I have, my buoyancy,
my trim, and the beautiful ocean environment around me. It’s the only time I’m ever
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completely in the moment, unbridled by
thoughts of the past or future, just totally
enveloped in the now.”
“I think most divers would agree that
Taiwan is not in the same class for diving as the Maldives, Malaysia, Indonesia,
or the Philippines,” Millward continues.
“However, it does have some very nice diving spots. The one big selling point about
diving in Taiwan is the accessibility. No
matter where you live, you’re never far
from a dive site. For example, in the summer, after just an hour’s drive from Taipei
you can be diving on the Northeast Coast.”
Typically, Millward gets up early on
Saturdays and rides the High Speed Rail to
Kaohsiung. He hails a shared taxi to Kenting and can be in the water by lunchtime,
getting in three or so dives before finishing up for the day. If he fancies Xiaoliuqiu
instead, it’s a 30-minute ferry ride to the
island. “Just jump on a scooter, head to
your favorite dive shop, gear up, and say
‘hello’ to the sea,” he says.
Millward recommends getting together
a group of three or four friends and sharing the cost of hiring a dive master. He
calculates that a Northeast Coast trip costs
about NT$1,000 for transportation, two
air-filled cylinders, and a dive guide, while
a weekend of diving down south comes to
just over NT$5,000, including travel, meals,
air tanks, and basic accommodations.
“I doubt you would find many places
in the world cheaper than that,” he notes.
“Taiwan doesn’t have the most outstanding diving compared to other countries, but
in terms of convenience, accessibility, and
value for money, it’s hard to beat.”

back whale. There are plenty of dive shops
and both shore and boat diving. The water
is warm most of the year because of the
“Black Tide,” or sweeping Kuroshio current, which flows eastward up to Orchid
and Green Islands or north up to Nanwan.
It is this nutrient rich tide that is responsible
for attracting so many fish to these shores.
Asked about other diving spots, Gray
responds at length about the merits of
Keelung and Fulong on the Northeast
Coast. He thinks Green Island and Xiaoliuqiu are “probably best overall.” Penghu’s
Dongji Island is clean, and has great reefs
and plenty of fish, but is difficult to access,
while strong tides and winds may make it a
hit-or-miss trip. Orchid Island has some of
the best underwater visibility in the world
at about 50 meters because there is no
water flow from rivers.
That said, Gray launches into a passionate speech about the need to protect
the marine environment before it’s too late.
“The problem with Orchid Island is, it’s
fished out. All the tourists eat seafood dinners and the locals eat the flying fish. There
are goats, but they hardly ever eat them
unless it’s a special occasion. Islanders
blame fishing boats, but they don’t help by
spearfishing.”
Gray says spearfishers generally target
the largest of the species, but this causes
great harm because they are the healthiest

and most productive fish, responsible for
fertilizing the gene pool. He mentions the
case last year of a friendly, 53-kilogram
Napoleon fish that was famous among
divers in Xiaoliuqiu…until someone
speared it for sport.
“There used to be jewfish (now known
as goliath groupers) on Green Island,” he
recounts. “They were massive, two meters
long and 1.5 meters around, but they’re all
fished out now. This is the bad thing about
diving in Taiwan. The authorities don’t
have the will to enforce marine laws.”
While Taiwan can boast three marine
parks – Kenting National Park, Dongsha
Atoll National Park, and South Penghu
Marine National Park – Gray considers
this situation to be less positive than it
sounds. Dongsha, for instance, located in
the Pratas Islands in the South China Sea,
is not open to public tourism, and some
commentators believe its national park status is just a convenient way of buttressing
territorial claims.
As for Kenting, Gray says the authorities pay lip service to conservation efforts,
yet divers and tourists are able to tramp
all over the coral at Houbihu, a prime dive
site. “What they need to do is build ramps,
like they do on Green Island, so people
can walk out into the sea without destroying the coral,” he suggests. “They say this
would be too expensive, but that is short-

Looking south
Whether you’re a beginner or want to
become an expert, Kenting in Pingtung
County is Taiwan’s “diving capital,” says
PADI divemaster Andy Gray, who runs
Kaohsiung-based Taiwan Dive, an organizer
of diving courses and diving trips all over
Taiwan. Hailing from Yorkshire, England,
he used to teach deep diving in the 1980s
to marines at the Tsoying Naval Base. As
a reward for his sterling service, he was
accorded the honorary rank of major.
At Kenting you can see giant schools
of barracuda, rays, parrot fish, turtles,
swordfish, and even the occasional hump-

PHOTO: KEN MERK

Diver at Hejie, Kenting.
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DIVING
term thinking.”
He also mentions the jet skiers, who tear
around the Kenting coastline without any
concern for the environment, or indeed the
safety of swimmers and divers. By law, the
jet skiers are supposed to stay 15 meters
away from the floatation devices that mark
where divers are submerged, but that stipulation is frequently ignored, Gray says.

Protect the environment
Another gripe is tourists who eat lunch
on the polystyrene rafts that are towed out
for snorkelers or banana boats. The garbage is tossed into the sea, and this overabundance of food matter causes algae to
form on the reef, while coral and sponges
get clogged up and die. Most dive shops
provide bread for divers to attract fish, but
that affects the natural feeding habits of the
fish, which no longer forage for food and
instead eat the algae and clean the reef.
“This fish feeding is really bad,” Gray
says. “I know every shop in Kenting and I
tell them they shouldn’t do this but all they
say is ‘If we don’t do it, someone else will.’”
Another huge issue is the dumping of
sewage into the ocean, something that is
obviously not supposed to happen in a
protected area. Gray says sewage is collected from hotels and instead of being
put in tankers for disposal, it is sometimes
secretly pumped into the sea.
His view is corroborated by a number of news stories over the years and by
academic monitoring of the coral reef ecosystem, which shows ongoing and serious
eutrophication, or nutrient pollution. Most
recently, on May 1, swimmers at Nanwan
Beach in Kenting were suddenly immersed
in a “black slime” that was caused by
discharge from a sewage treatment plant,
according to the Liberty Times .
Gray emphasizes that these problems are
not limited to Taiwan, but rather “something that’s happening all over the world.”
The good news is, it’s not too late. If
overfishing were stopped and the reefs
protected, “fish would come back, breed
in those areas, and then expand to neighboring areas,” Gray says. “Damage to the
reefs is not irreversible. We just need the
political will to do this.”
Eddie Viljoen is another long-term
Taiwan resident with a passion for diving,
22

whose Green Island Adventures company
provides cars for hire and full-service tours
for visitors. “I came here from Cape Town
about 17 years ago and stumbled on Green
Island,” he relates. “I thought this is some
of the best diving I’ve ever seen. It’s compact, with a diverse ecosystem of more than
200 coral and 200 reef fish species, so you
can see more in one dive than you can on
(Australia’s) Barrier Reef.
“It’s got warm water in the summer and
winter. It’s all about visibility in diving, and
here it’s up to 20 meters and sometimes
more. I realized foreigners would love to
come, so I started a small web page because
there wasn’t much information in English
and not many people knew about it.”
Fast forward to today and Green Island
is a hot diving destination, especially
during the summer vacation months of
July, August, and September. In Viljoen’s
opinion, however, the best time to visit is
after typhoon season (June to October), as
strong winds churn the sea and affect visibility for a week. “October to May is the
best time to come, even Chinese New Year,
though it can get a bit cold. That’s my
advice. It’s not so hot or humid and there
are fewer people.”
Like Gray, Viljoen is concerned about
overdevelopment, pollution, and overfishing. “I said 13 or 14 years ago that a reef

fish is worth more underwater than on a
dinner plate, because it draws tourism and
divers, which bring in more money,” he
notes. He credits the local authorities on
Green Island as having done a good job of
preserving the environment and organizing
underwater cleanups, encouraging electric
scooter use, and providing clean energy.
For Erin Wang, a travel executive for
American Express, diving and conservation
go together. She says diving was her dream
at university, and after getting her openwater diving license she recently went to the
Philippines to dive with whale sharks. But
her favorite diving experience was on Green
Island, where an artificial steel reef constructed in 2010 is now covered with soft
corals and populated by increasing numbers
of reef fish, some of them endangered species. “That is really meaningful,” she says.
The attraction of putting on a pair of
flippers and exploring the mysteries of the
reef is easy to understand, which is why
increasing numbers of Taiwanese make the
most of their leisure time and head under
the waves. There are more diving shops,
better equipment, and a strong, active community of divers has arisen.
“I love living here,” says Andy Gray.
“I’ve been here 30 years and want to
preserve what we have for future generations.”

PHOTO: KEN MERK

Diver and octopus in Kenting.
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TAKE A TEA TOUR ON THE
trail less travele

NANTOU COUNTY'S UPLAN DS OF L UGU ARE THE SOURC E OF THE C OUNTRY'S OUTSTAN DING O OLONG TEAS.
PHOTO: RICHARD MATHESON @ LIFE OF T AIWAN

BY JULES QUARTLY

T

he playbill for a Broadway production in the early 1900s pictures a
waiter serving a gentleman and two
impeccably attired ladies in some undefined but leafy and upscale location. Tea is
served in cut-glass, coupe stemware.
“The Champagne of Teas!” exclaims
one of the characters.
“Yes, it’s Formosa Oolong Tea,” comes
the reply.
Though India is justifiably proud of its
Darjeeling and China’s Pu’er has history on
its side, most would agree that the utterly
unique terroir, light jade coloration, and
muscatel-like flavor make choice-grade
Oolong the brew of champions. And as
anyone who knows tea will tell you, there’s
much more where that came from.
Taiwan’s teas range right across the
color spectrum, from black to white, yellow to green and red. There are three main
types: a cornucopia of oolong varietals;
mellow black teas, centered on Sun Moon
Lake; and fragrant green teas, such as
Sanxia Dragon Well. Similar to tours of
France’s wine-growing regions, following
the Taiwan tea trail involves more than
24
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The most popular beverage in the world is made to perfection
in Taiwan, from bubble teas at roadside vendors to the most
expensive high-mountain choice grade oolong.

simply indulging in the pleasures of an
impeccably poured cuppa, but also provides an opportunity to learn more about
the country’s history, savor the scenery, and
explore its cuisine.
It should come as no surprise that Taiwan has the perfect conditions and climate
for growing tea, with its pristine Central
Mountain Range running down the spine
of the country, plentiful sun and precipitation, plus the rich volcanic soil.
However, though tea is naturally
endemic to Taiwan, its indigenous varieties
have rarely found favor. The Portuguese,
who occupied Taiwan in the 17th century,
documented wild tea plants in Nantou
County but didn’t think much of them.
Red Sprout Mountain Tea has brittle leaves
and a somewhat bitter taste, while Taiwan
Mountain Tea plants cannot be cultivated,
even if retailer What-Cha supplies small
amounts of the latter and describes it as
having a “sweet blackberry aroma” and
“smooth honey taste.”
Just as the origins of wine are said to
be found in an Armenian cave rather than
France, Taiwan owes a debt of gratitude to

merchants from China’s Fujian province
for its flourishing tea industry.
In the late 18th century these adventurous merchants brought over tea cuttings
and set up the first plantations in Taipei’s
Ruifang and Muzha districts. In 1855,
Qingxin Oolong plants from Wuyi Mountain were transplanted to Nantou County’s
uplands of Lugu (“Deer Valley”) and
thrived, eventually creating the “Champagne of Teas.”

Three treasures
At the turn of the 20th century, as the
Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) neared its
denouement and Japan operated the levers
of power in Taiwan, tea was one of “three
treasures” – the others being cane sugar
and camphor – that generated economic
development.
As befits a serious business, there was
considerable government oversight, and the
Tea Manufacture Experiment Station (now
known as the Tea Research and Extension Station or TRES) was established in
Taoyuan in 1903. It was around this time
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TEA TRAIL
Shaun Yu, a former journalist who is
now a tour guide at Pinglin Tea Museum,
introduces Taiwan’s tea culture to the
world.

and doesn’t keep me up all night.”
A nice touch at the museum is repairing
to the gift shop annex afterward, where a
knowledgeable lady will prepare cups of
tea until you find one that suits you best.
We plumped for white tea, which is rare
in Taiwan and comes from high elevation
wild camellia hybrids. It is lightly processed, mild, and makes great ice tea.

Kungfu tea
PHOTO: JULES QUARTLY

that Taiwan’s teas were first sold as trademarked brands and became internationally
recognized for their quality.
Some of the packaging is, quite literally, divine. Graphics were developed from
Chinese myths, such as “Nezha Conquers
the Dragon King;” depictions of native
flora and fauna, such as the sika deer;
and mountain landscapes. Another theme,
understandably, was beautiful women –
hence the famed Oriental or Eastern Beauty
teas, roasted oolongs from Hsinchu County
exported by the British trader, John Dodd,
in the late 19th century.
These colorful canisters and packages of
tea can be viewed at Pinglin Tea Museum,
which is as good a place as any to set off
on the tea trail. One of the world’s largest tea museums, it overlooks Beishi River
and is downstream of the picturesque
Feitsui Reservoir. Among its many artfully
and interactively presented exhibits are
tea-making instruments and machines, a
“magic” teapot (just rub three times), and
old newsreels.
Shaun Yu, a former journalist who is
now a tour guide at the museum, takes
the subject of tea seriously. He considers
tea growing and packaging as marking the
beginning of Taiwan’s global trading, and
regards it is now as an example of “soft
power” – a means of securing international
recognition.
This doesn’t prevent Yu from beginning
his tours with Shennong (
), the mythical Chinese god of agriculture and medi-

cine, who is said to have been the first to
discover tea when he left some leaves burning above a fire. The wind blew the leaves
into a pot of boiling water and the rest is,
of course, history.
In Yu’s opinion, an ideal tea tour
deserves an enriched itinerary of hiking,
gourmet foods, and a look at the history
of tea merchants in Taipei’s Dadaocheng
district, an old part of town packed full of
traditional products and wares.
Naturally, he is a fan of Wenshan
Baozhang, which is grown and processed in
the Pinglin area. An oxidized oolong that is
rarely roasted, it gets its name from being
wrapped up in paper during the drying
process. Yu describes it as “fragrant, light,

Not far away as the crow flies is Taipei Tea House, more formally known as
the Nangang Tea Processing Demonstration Center ( 港
場). It’s
a 30-minute drive from Taipei 101 and
attracts hikers and painters, as well as tea
enthusiasts. Overlooking the generally
smoggy Taipei basin, it offers tasting work-

Some of the packaging for Taiwan’s teas is worthy of serious art appreciation.
At the Pinglin Tea Museum annex, it’s always the perfect time to savor first-hand
the cultivated pleasure of a tea ceremony.
PHOTOS: JULES QUARTLY
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uitous drink to slake thirst on hot days, to
being part of a ritual art form. Bubble teas
with the chewy tapioca balls and assorted
jellies originated decades ago in Tainan and
Taichung, but are now made all over the
world. On practically every streetcorner is
a convenience stores with refrigerators full
of ice teas.
Then there are the teas sold in dedicated
stores and places like Wistaria Tea House
in central Taipei, or Yao Yue Teahouse in
the rural setting of Wenshan district. Such
teas are mostly produced at high altitudes
and often sourced from renowned plantations – much like chateaux in France. They
may be served in tea ceremonies, brought
out to impress guests, or sweeten business
negotiations.

Alishan plantations

Above, a tea plantation in Nantou
County's Lugu.
Below, Alishan black tea.
PHOTOS: RICHARD MATHESON @ L IFE OF T AIWAN
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shops, DIY planting, and both half-day and
full-day tours.
Closely aligned with farmers’ associations, the center also offers local produce
for sale. Our guide for the day, Kitty Tsai,
showed us around and pointed out an oil
tea tree. She recounted that in the days
before doctors’ appointments its kuyou cha
(
), or bitter tea oil, was full of vitamins A and E and considered to be a cureall. A teaspoon was taken in the morning to
ward off stomach ulcers and act as a tonic.
These days, it is more often cold pressed
and used for cooking because of its high
smoking point and slightly herbal taste.
Tsai talked about how tea is a cornerstone of life in Taiwan, from being a ubiq-

Nick Kembel, who has written extensively about tea on his blog, Spiritual Travels (nickkembel.com/destinations/travelin-taiwan.html), says that while there are
outstanding places to visit on a tea tour
of the island, marketing and promotion is
often lacking.
He notes that the younger generation
has been swept up in the coffee craze, and
most domestic tourism focuses on activities
like jam making and feeding animals on
kid-friendly farms. As for international tea
tours, Kembel suspects that the language
barrier would be a problem and that plantation owners “don’t even realize that foreign tourists would be interested in visiting
or staying on a tea plantation.”
“Alishan High Mountain Tea is probably Taiwan’s most famous tea, but most
visitors rush up to the tourist village in the
Alishan National Scenic Area for the famed
sunrises, without realizing they are passing right through some of the most gorgeous and accessible tea plantations on the
island,” Kembel says.
The relatively undeveloped tea tourism
industry nevertheless provides plentiful
opportunities for exploration to individual
travelers. Kembel says he is happiest to
“hang out at a simple local family’s guesthouse and drink quality tea with the farmers themselves.”
He recommends visiting the village
of Shizhuo, halfway between Chiayi and
Alishan, which has a series of hiking routes
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with names like “Tea Trail, Sunset Trail,
and Mist Trail, which meander through
terraced tea plantations. There are several
simple guesthouses dotting the hills, some
of which are run by tea plantations.”
Kembel’s other recommendations
include Sun Moon Lake for one of his
favorite teas, Ruby Red #18, and the high
mountain tea farms of Taichung County.
His own outstanding tea moment was a
visit to the Global Tea Hut (GTH) headquarters in Miaoli, run by someone whom
Kembel calls “easily one of the Englishspeaking world’s leading experts on tea.”
Born Aaron Daniel Fisher, Wu De was
raised in Ohio. After roaming the East and
combining kungfu with meditation and tea,
he set up Tea Sage Hut (
, teasagehut.org), which offers courses on “The
Way of Tea” and sells organic teas sourced
directly from farmers. It also provides a
guesthouse for “Zen tea” pilgrims.
In an email, Wu De describes his organization thus: “Apart from a unique ecological outlook based on sustainability, our
Center also focuses on incorporating the
tea ceremony into a life of self-cultivation.
We seek to use tea as a Dao, and along
with meditation, healthy diet and exercise,
teach people to live more fulfilled lives
through a tea practice.”
Asked why he settled in Taiwan and
how he rates the tea culture, Wu De
responds by saying that in addition to
having stunning natural landscapes and a
vibrant lifestyle, “Taiwan is one of the tea
capitals of the world, with a rich tea culture
and its own long-standing tea traditions.…
If you are looking for tea experiences, you
have but to pick a direction and go.”

year, while the figure stood at 10.7 million
last year and is still growing, despite fewer
Chinese visitors.
In addition, what started out as principally backpacker traffic is now becoming
more upmarket, with more spending and
focusing on culture and heritage. Pemberton, originally from Hastings in the United
Kingdom, says his “boutique travel experiences and private tours” company doubled
its business last year. As someone who
describes himself as a “mad tea drinker,”
he is keen to spread the love.
“Taiwan has become a destination,”
he says. “It’s not so cheap now and the
domestic market is also healthy. You can
pay US$300 a night in Taroko Gorge and
US$500 for a standard room in Sun Moon
Lake. There’s enough wealth in Taiwan
and the prices have become international
level.”
Life of Taiwan specializes in customized experiences, offering expert advice and
curated itineraries. It’s three-day, five-day,
and seven-day tea tours provide insight on
the traditions and techniques of Taiwan’s
tea cultivation, overcoming the language
barrier by employing bilingual guides.

Met at the airport and whisked away
in comfort to a fine hotel, tours typically
begin in Taipei and look at the origins
of Taiwan’s tea on Dihua Street, before
immersing visitors in the arcane rituals of
the tea ceremony. After taking the Maokong Gondola up to Muzha’s tea plantations and enjoying nighttime views of the
blinking city below, there’s dinner at an
acclaimed restaurant.
Optional hot spring or Kavalan Distillery whisky stops on the way to Hualien
County will be followed by an exploration of the oolongs produced at Wuhe Tea
Plantation. Other highlights include the
Antique Assam Tea Farm in the Alishan
region, strolls through the forests around
Fenqihu, tea growing in the village of Shizuo, or wild coffee gathering in the Indigenous village of Laiji.
“I’ve always thought that Taiwan’s tea
tours would be huge in terms of international tourism,” Pemberton comments. “It
hasn’t happened yet, but the market is definitely growing. I could be biased, of course,
but I would say Taiwan’s teas are among
the best in the world and they are a great
excuse to explore this amazing island.”

Life of Taiwan
Given such riches, it’s a little surprising
that Taiwan’s tea tours aren’t mentioned in
the same breath as luxury vacations to Sri
Lanka’s tea stations or Darjeeling’s heritage tea estates.
For Life of Taiwan (lifeoftaiwan.com)
Managing Director Mark Pemberton, Taiwan has only relatively recently become
a “destination” – somewhere actively
sought out rather than serendipitously discovered. Tourism Bureau figures back up
this assertion. At the start of the millennium there were just 2.6 million visitors a

A vista of stunning Sun Moon Lake.

PHOTO: RICHARD MATHESON @ L IFE OF T AIWAN
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taipei s yuanshan area
a colorful Mi of reli ion
culture an foo
BY SCOTT WEAVER
photos by chris stowers

O

ffering a diverse mix of sights,
sounds, and flavors, the area near
the Yuanshan ( 山) MRT Station, which is sometimes referred to as the
“Confucius Temple Historic District,” has
become one of the most interesting parts
of Taipei. Long a home to some historic
buildings, the area has been enhanced by
renovations and new facilities. It’s also
fairly compact, making it easy to explore
on foot.
The Yuanshan MRT station is a convenient starting point for either of two
walking loops. The western loop features
the Dalong Street Night Market, Baoan
Temple, 44 Shops, and the Taipei Confucius Temple. The eastern loop includes the
Huguozen Buddhist Temple and winds its
way around Yuanshan Park, the Taipei
Story House, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum
28

Pick a day with nice weather and treat yourself to
a walking tour of one of the city’s most diverse and
appealing neighborhoods.

area, and Maji Square. The two loops of
this tour take the visitor through many different periods of Taiwanese history, and
reflect the different cultural influences that
have shaped modern Taiwan.

Western Loop:
From Exit 2 of the MRT station, cross
Hami Street (
) and head west on
Kulun Street (
), which later becomes
Jiuquan Street (
). A f t e r a f e w
blocks, you’ll see the Dalong Street Night
Market on your left.
Dalong Night Market (大
市)
The Dalong Night Market is not very
large, but it’s filled with a great variety of
shops and is quite active during the day
and into the evening. Perhaps due partly to

A homemade bowl of inexpensive noodles from the Noodle Shop.
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its proximity to large Buddhist temples, the
market offers many vegetable options in
addition to the usual deep-fried street market foods.
It also has some nice small restaurants.
One such simple shop is at 298 Dalong
Street. Referred to as just “Noodle Shop”
on Google Maps, its Chinese name is
, which translates as “Spring
Blessing Cut Noodles.” The food is tasty
and inexpensive, and the shop is filled
with a broad array of Chinese memorabilia, including advertising posters from a
bygone era and old household items.
A few of the buffet restaurants may
also entice you with their gleaming green
vegetables. The Dalong Night Market isn’t
the most famous of Taipei’s night markets,
but it may well be the healthiest and most
colorful.

and other artwork surround you as you
wander through this amazing complex. Seeing it illuminated at night is quite a sight,
and reveals some of the artwork and other
features not visible during the day.
After World War II, the temple fell upon
hard times and its activities almost stopped.
After the Nationalist retreat to Taiwan
in 1949, about 100 families of retreating
soldiers moved in and occupied the temple
as a squatter village. The squatters were
not removed until 1966. A few decades
later, a Temple Management Committee
undertook an extensive, seven-year restoration that was completed in 1995. In 2003,
the restoration effort was honored with a
UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Award for
Culture Conservation. The temple gift store
offers some nice items, including an informative book introducing the temple.

Baoan Temple (大
)
Having refueled, head back down
Dalong Street toward Kulun Street, and on
your left will be the external park of the
historic and beautiful Baoan Temple. This
is one of two sites on this walking tour
included in the Ministry of the Interior’s
list of the “Top 100 Religious Scenes in
Taiwan.”
The Baoan Temple is one of the largest and most beautiful temples in Taipei.
Stretching over two blocks, it isn’t overly
crowded with tourists, allowing it to retain
a solemnity that is sometimes lacking at
other temples. Construction of the temple,
began in 1805 and was completed in 1830.
Moving north from the Dalong Night
Market, you will first come to the Baoan
Temple Garden, which is a beautiful area
filled with grottos, walkways, and ceramic
tigers. Continue north through the garden,
and cross Hami Street to arrive at the main
Baoan Temple area.
The temple consists of multiple facilities and places to worship. As is common
in Taiwan, several religions are represented
within the temple. It was originally built
as a place of worship for the Daoist deity
Baosheng Dadi. However, over time, deities
from Confucianism and Buddhism were
also added.
Statues of the “Thirty-Six Celestial
Officials,” which date to 1833, line both
the right and left-hand sides of the main
sanctuary, and dramatic murals, carvings,

44 Shops
If you are feeling a bit tired after touring the temple, stop at one of the several
coffee shops on Hami Street. The nearby
area is called “44 Kans” (44 Shops). Tradition has it that the construction materials
for the original Baoan Temple came from
Fujian Province, and a large amount was
left over and used to build two rows of 22
“kans,” or shops, one row on each side of
Hami Street west of the temple.
Although it no longer looks quite like
the old description, the name and tradition live on, with the occasional plaque

displayed among the shops to provide some
historical context.
One noteworthy place in the area is the
Yuan Chuan Vege Cafe (源
)
located at 71 Hami Street. The Buddhistinfluenced store is very relaxing and has
friendly owners. Enjoy a quick cup of
coffee, listen to some soothing music, and
maybe have a snack before heading to the
Taipei Confucius Temple.
To get there, walk east on Hami Street
back toward the MRT station, then take
a right on Dalong Street toward the night
market. The entrance to the Confucius
Temple will be on your left.
Taipei Confucius Temple (臺北市
)
In line with Confucian principles, the
building is simpler in design than the
Baoan Temple and places an emphasis on
education. The tranquil, picturesque temple consists of stately buildings in classical
Chinese style and numerous shrines amid
park-like grounds. It also has a combined
coffee/gift shop.
Taipei’s first Confucian Temple was
damaged and later torn down by the Japanese authorities in 1907. It became the site
of the Taipei First Girls High School. A
movement eventually arose within the local
community to build a replacement, and
construction in the current location was
completed in 1939, although the Japanese
authorities banned most Chinese traditional ceremonies.

Baoan Temple at night.
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The gate of Taipei's Confucius Temple.

Those ceremonies resumed with the
arrival of the Nationalist government in
1949. The most important rite is held on
September 28, which is considered to be
the anniversary of Confucius’s birth. In
honor of the sage, September 28 is also celebrated in Taiwan as Teachers’ Day.
After strolling the grounds of the
Confucius Temple, you can head east on
Kulun Street to return to the Yuanshan
MRT station.

During the 1895-1945 Japanese colonial period, three Japanese-style Buddhist
temples were built in Taipei. Construction on the Rinzai Zen Buddhism Temple
began in 1900 and was completed in 1911.
During the 1980s and 90s, the other two
Japanese-style temples were razed to make
way for urban development.
The interior of the wooden main temple

is not open to visitors, but the exterior of
the structure – surrounded by buildings
in modern Buddhist architectural style –
is worth photographing. The contrast in
styles and colors is rather jarring.
If you walk along the temple grounds
to the south, you’ll see another relic of the
old temple facility: the Gate of the Old Bell
Tower. Built in a similar style and color as
the old Main Hall, it was the gate for the
original entrance to the temple.
To the left of the Old Bell Tower is the
more modern Avatamsaka Sutra Hall. Here
a variety of paper items are for sale to be
burned, in traditional Chinese fashion, as
offerings for use by the deceased in the
afterlife. These include replicas of money,
cars, houses, and mahjong tiles.
To the right of this hall is a Chinese
arch framing the way to stairs leading up
to the hills behind the main temples. The
stairs lead to a mausoleum and an open
area dotted with old Japanese-style statues.
The upper area also contains small plazas
where people can gather in remembrance
of those who have passed.
After walking back down the hill, go
out the new modern gate next to the Old
Bell Tower and turn left to reach Yuanshan Park.

Eastern Loop:
From Exit 2 of the MRT station, continue on Kulun Street as it goes underneath the MRT line. Cross Yumen Street
and follow it north about 100 meters to
the entrance of Taiwan’s oldest remaining temple from the Japanese colonial
era, referred to on tourist signs as the
Huguozen Buddhist Temple of the Linji
Order. It’s also known as the Rinzai Zen
Buddhism Temple.
Huguozen Buddhist Temple
(
國
)
The faded yellowish walls seem to
discourage many people from venturing
inside, but once you enter the grounds, the
dark wooden structure in front of you may
give you the feeling of being swept back to
ancient Japan. Like the Baoan Temple, this
is one of the Ministry of the Interior’s “Top
100 Religious Scenes in Taiwan.”
30

The Gate of the Old Bell Tower of the Huguozen Buddhist Temple.
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YUANSHAN
Yuanshan Park ( 山園)
This park was developed as part of the
2010 Taipei Flora Expo. With its gently
rolling grassland and wooden structures
covered in flowers, it makes for a pleasant
place for a stroll. As you proceed east, on
your left you’ll come to a rather strange
and little-used feature of the area. In Chinese it’s called “ 市
中心,”
which translates as Urban Green Education
Center. Years ago, it was the site of the Taipei Zoo.
Although it currently isn’t very heavily
used, the Center is home to a variety of
buildings constructed in classical Chinese
style. On weekends, senior citizens sometimes gather to enjoy the playing and singing of traditional songs. One can imagine
scenes from classic Chinese novels such
as The Dream of the Red Chamber being
played out among its stony paths and quiet
pools.
Walking a bit further brings one to a
picturesque area called the Folk Arts Plaza,
which hints at a possible future role as
a place for Taiwanese folk art to be displayed.
Continue eastward, and as you come
down the walkway from the park you’ll
see a Japanese stone lantern from the colonial era. This was one of the lanterns that
led the way to a Shinto Shrine built by the
Japanese government in 1901 on the other
side of the Keelung River. The shrine was
destroyed after Japan’s defeat in World
War II, and the land became the site for the
Grand Hotel.
Several paths to the east provide an exit
from the park, but they all lead toward
Zhongshan North Road (中山北 ) and
the landmark of a large red building with a
Chinese-style roof that houses both a radio
station and a police station. A tunnel just
north of the police station takes you under
Zhongshan North Road to the front of the
quaint Taipei Story House.
Taipei Story House (臺北
)
The information board in front of the
Taipei Story House describes it as the only
English Tudor heritage house in Taiwan. It
was built in 1913 by Taiwan tea merchant
Chen Chao-Chun as a guesthouse. It was
refurbished in 1988 after being designated
a heritage site, and now serves as a cultural
venue and also has a coffee shop. Adult

Above, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum is
Taiwan’s main museum for modern art.
Right, tourists stroll through Maji
Square.

admission is NT$50. It’s a striking building
and an excellent place for photography. It
also hosts temporary exhibitions, such as
a recent one on Chinese wedding dresses
through the years.
Taipei Fine Arts Museum
(臺北市立
)
Just south of the Taipei Story House
is the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taiwan’s
main museum for modern art. From the
1950s to the end of diplomatic relations
between Taiwan and the United States, the
site housed the headquarters for the U.S.
Navy’s Taiwan Defense Command. Closed
last year for renovation, the museum is
scheduled to reopen this summer.
Behind the museum is a large stretch of
parkland and walkways. As you proceed
south through this park area (away from
the river), on the right you’ll see the Taiwanese Indigenous Cultural Center (
), which has a gift shop.
Walking further into the heart of the
Fine Arts Park you’ll see some structures
originally built for the Flora Expo. Nearby
is a well-equipped playground with swings,
rope climbing areas, and sandboxes for
children, as well as a swing designed to
accommodate wheelchairs.
From the playground, walk southwest
toward the intersection of Zhongshan
North Road and Minzu West Road (

), and cross Zhongshan toward a sign
reading “Taipei Expo Park: Yuanshan Gate
1.” Pass to the left of the sign, then bear
right to follow the path to Maji Square.
Don’t be put off by the small and unimpressive entrance to the Square to your
right (you may feel as if you’re entering a
garage).
Maji Square (
) and food court
The square’s origins go back to the
Flora Expo. With its food court and assortment of hip restaurants – you can find
everything from fish and chips to Mexican
cuisine to Taiwanese oyster omelets – it has
become a magnet for young people. In the
evening, ballroom dancers can be found
practicing there, and on weekends Maji
Square hosts a farmers’ market where free
samples are plentiful.
Proceeding through Maji Square and
following the pathway as it curves left
leads you back toward the Yuanshan MRT
Station and the end of this loop.
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As you stroll through the rest of the
park, some of the less-common birds you
might see include the Taiwan barbet and
black bulbul.
Taipei Botanical Garden (台北 物園)
While the families and children who
frequent Da’an Park make for a lively environment, the scene at the Taipei Botanical
Garden (a 300-meter walk south from
the Xiaonanmen MRT Station) is slower
paced and more serene. Built in 1896 at the
start of the Japanese colonial era, it retains
much of the charm of days long gone. The
Garden still houses a building that in colonial times was called the Guest House for
Imperial Envoys, as well as an Herbarium
built in 1924.

DA‘AN FOREST PARK

a par lover s ui e
to bir watchin
IN TAIPEI
BY SCOTT WEAVER

photos by chris stowers

T

he chirping of birds amid trees and
ponds may not be what first comes
to mind when one thinks of Taipei,
but thanks to extensive private and public
efforts city residents can enjoy a number of
oases of nature and serenity. A good way to
discover some of the best parks in Taipei is
to follow the footsteps of Taiwan’s birders.

Da’an Forest Park (大
園)
If you only have time for one birding
outing in Taipei, this should be it. The
park has its own MRT stop (Da’an Forest
Park station), is large enough to ensure the
sighting of a variety of birds, and combines
good visibility with lush vegetation and
32

water resources. When I first arrived in
Taiwan in 1989, the area that is now Da’an
Park was a squatter village. In the 1990s,
small trees were planted and the area was
turned into a park. Those trees have now
grown, and the park has become home to
perhaps the widest variety of bird species
of any location in Taipei.
A good spot to start with is an island
surrounded by a moat called the Ecological
Pool. The area is usually quite crowded,
with onlookers and photographers observing the resident wildlife. Little egrets and
black-crowned night herons, which use the
island as a breeding ground, are present in
large numbers.

TAIPEI BOTANICAL GARDEN

Recommended areas to visit include the
large Lotus Pond, the succulent plants section, and the Butterfly Ginger Pool. One
bird that is fairly common at the garden is
the Taiwan blue magpie, a member of the
crow family adorned with brilliant blue
feathers. The Taiwan blue magpie and the
Mikado pheasant found in the mountains
are both endemic to Taiwan, and each had
strong support in a 1997 unofficial poll to
designate a national bird (the magpie won).
The Taipei Botanical Garden is located
in an old part of town, and isn’t as wellknown as some of the other birding locales
on our list. But it is a sizable place with a
variety of habitats, and is something of a
hidden gem for birding.
National Taiwan University
(NTU, 國立臺灣大 )
The university’s origins extend back to
the Japanese colonial period, when it was
called Taihoku (Taipei) Imperial University.
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in front of the Main Library. As the road
approaches the Astronomy and Mathematics Building, follow the jog to the left and
you’ll soon see the Drunken Moon Lake (
湖). This is a very nice area for birding.

Besides being Taiwan’s most prestigious
institute of higher learning, it is also a very
good venue for birdwatching.
The spacious campus is easily accessible from the Gongguan MRT Station.
From Exit 2 of the station walk southeast
to the Zhoushan Road ( 山 ) entrance
and continue on Zhoushan Road to the
Liugongjun Pool (
水源 ).
Beyond the nearby experimental farm is
the Dr. Eikichi Iso Memorial Hall, a new
museum housed in a building constructed
in 1925. The museum, not yet fully opened,

is devoted to the life and work of Dr.
Iso, known as the “Father of Taiwanese
Japonica Rice.” During the colonial period,
he developed a strain of Japanese rice that
eventually came to dominate rice production in Taiwan, replacing the long-grain
rice previously grown. The surrounding
experimental fields represent a continuation of his work – and also provide a good
birding area.
After enjoying the quiet of the agricultural part of the campus, stroll northeast,
then take the campus’s Palm Avenue north

Guandu Nature Park (
園)
The above three locations are all spots
of greenery within the city proper. The
next three are in the suburbs, but still easily accessible via MRT. The first of these
is the Guandu Nature Park, located on a
flood plain where the Keelung River joins
the Tamsui River. General admission to the
park costs NT$60.
The 57-hectare Nature Park is perhaps
Taipei’s best-known birding venue, and is
well-equipped to welcome birders. Located
near mangrove marshes and other wetlands,
the park attracts both waterfowl and shorebirds. But as it has been made into a nature
preserve, many parts of it are off-limits to
visitors. In addition, the area was once dominated by rice paddies, but the protection
it now receives has resulted in unrestricted
vegetation growth that often obstructs the
view of wildlife. The high-power binoculars
available in the main enclosed viewing area
are often of little help.

Top left, a juvenile black-crowned night heron beside a pond in the NTU Campus. Above, members of the public enjoying a
guided tour through the wetlands at Guandu Nature Park.
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Left, mountains form the background at
the Guizikeng Drainage Area. Right, a
grey heron soars above the rice fields.

Still, according to the park website,
“229 species of birds have been recorded at
Guandu so far, qualifying this wetland as
an Important Bird Area (IBA) recognized
by BirdLife International.” The park was
designated as a preserve in 1983 due to its
importance as a stopover point on avian
migration routes.
The closest station is the Guandu MRT
stop. The park is about 400 meters away.
Taking a taxi is an option, but if you decide
to walk, a good route is via Zhixing Road
(
) to the Guandu Temple area.
Although it’s a little indirect, the temple is
worth seeing and the riverside area near the
temple provides good visibility of an area
home to many birds such as the sacred ibis.
Taiwan’s sacred ibis population is derived
from a group that escaped from a local zoo
about 20 years ago and has prospered ever
since. It’s possible to see more types of birds
in this area than in Guandu Park itself.
From the temple, take a branch of
Zhixing Road to the Nature Park (signs
will guide you from this point, although for
some reason not all the way from the MRT
Station).
Beitou-Guizikeng Drainage Area
(北
大 )
The Beitou-Guizikeng Drainage Area
may not have the most attractive name
in the world and is rather rough around
the edges, but it provides a home to many
birds. Guizikeng is a short distance to the
northeast from the Guandu Nature Park,
and is the least crowded of our venues. It is
34

indeed a drainage project, part of the government’s efforts to control flooding while
also providing areas for small farmers to
plant crops inside the city limits.
The closest MRT stop is Beitou Station. After proceeding out of its only
exit, turn left and cross through the small
playground. Continue on until you cross
Daye Road (大業 ), at which point you’ll
see part of Guizikeng through a wooden
fence. To enter the area, turn right and
walk about 200 meters north until you
pass a Japanese-style beer bar. You’ll see
two stone lions protecting the entrance to
a lane. This is Daye Road, Lane 517, the

main road for the birding area.
There are usually lots of birds along the
artificial canal which Lane 517 follows.
These include black drongos, great and little egrets, gray herons, and black-crowned
night herons. Common kingfishers flit
through the middle of the channel looking
for breakfast. Among rarer species, Chinese
pond herons can sometimes also be seen.
The surrounding area is used for either
agriculture or light industry, and is not a
site of great natural beauty. But fish are
plentiful, as are rice fields, which attracts
the birds.
Continuing along the lane will eventually bring you to the busy Zhongyang North
Road (中 北 ), Section 2, Lane 257,
which has a large drainage channel running
down the middle. Kingfishers can sometimes be seen here. The end of the road is
a parking area for taxis that also offers a
good view of the mountains to the north of
Taipei. And don’t forget to look up to see
if you can spot any raptors circling above.
You can then return to Beitou Station using
the same Lane 517.
The Guandu Plain has other trails similar to this one, all good for birding. For
example, the Linong Wetlands are west of
the Shipai MRT stop, behind the Hannover

A family walking in the transformed environment in Sanchong's New Taipei
Metropolitan Park.
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Left, a family relaxes at CKS park.
Below, a young child gets up close with
a black crowned night heron.

Equestrian Center. Also, the Zhongyu Trail
can be found via a quick left, then right,
after going out Exit 2 of the Zhongyi MRT
Station. The Guandu Plain is a fertile area
for rice, as well as for bird watching.
Sanchong Riverside/New Taipei Metropolitan Park area (
/大台北
園)
Twenty or more years ago, Sanchong,
across the Tamsui River from Taipei, had
a reputation as a rather unattractive and
crowded working-class district. But the
riverside has since been transformed into
the extensive New Taipei Metropolitan
Park and adjacent parks. It is among the
many birding sites in Taipei that represent
successful transformations of neglected
and polluted areas into thriving patches of
greenery.
The main park itself is still young and
has only a smattering of trees, which tends
to reduce the number of bird species. Nevertheless, it’s a good place for seeing blackcollared starlings, and the small ponds in
the park attract egrets and ducks. Rather
unusually, the park is generously dotted
with pop art, including romance-themed
sculptures that are popular backdrops for
wedding photos.
The park is just outside the Sanchong
MRT Station, but is on the western side
of a levy that separates the riverside from
Sanchong proper. The best way to get there
from the MRT is to follow the signs to
Exit 1/Taoyuan Airport MRT. When you
are at street level, follow the signs to “A2

Taoyuan Airport MRT/Sanchong Station”
and from there to “Exit 1A, Taipei Metropolitan Park.”
You may wish to expand your visit
beyond the park itself. One option is to
head south through the middle of the park
and then cross Chongxin Road ( 新 ),
Section 5 at the crosswalk. Go through the
sports park and its baseball fields, after
which you’ll see signs to the various neighboring parks. We suggest going to the right
toward the wetlands, which include the
Dahan River Left Bank Park. The Dahan
and Xindian Rivers join together north of
here to form the Tamsui River.
The birdwatching website Ebird.org,
an excellent reference source, refers to this
southern area as the “Taipei-Erzhong Spillway Wetland” (二
).

). To reach it, go through the Gate of
Great Piety (大 門) on Aiguo East Road,
taking a left at the second path. It’s a somewhat hidden garden, with benches and
trees and a lovely view of the pond. Besides
being relaxing, it’s a good spot for birding.
The park generally doesn’t host as
many species as the other locations noted
above, but it’s still a beautiful venue in
which to look for our feathered friends.
If you stay until dusk, you might see a
Malayan night heron by the side of the
path, moving at its usual slow gait. And
if you hear a rather haunting “whoop
whoop” in the darkness, that may be a
Malayan night heron saying hello.
Taipei is a crowded and bustling place.
But it is also home to many areas of beauty,
peace, and solitude – and also many types
of birds. Some of the venues have long
histories. Some are more recent products
of Taiwan’s drive to improve its environmental conditions and the quality of life of
its people and visitors to the island. Setting
out to find and identify members of its
avian population is a good way to discover
the green and serene side of the city.

National Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial
Hall area (中正
)
After adventures in the suburbs, we end
our birding tour back in the heart of Taipei
at the beautiful grounds and surrounding park of the National Chiang Kai-Shek
(CKS) Memorial Hall, one of Taipei’s bestknown tourist spots. But if you just visit
the main buildings, you are missing a lot
of the beauty, as well as the birds. Exit 5
of the CKS MRT Station takes you conveniently right to the park’s grounds. Enjoy
a leisurely walk along the various treeshaded paths.
One pleasant area is the Healing Garden (Lohas Garden,
園), which is
just across from the Yun Han Pond (
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FORMOSAN MOUNTAIN DOGS
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AN ANCIENT DOG
fin s its place in the
Mo ern worl
BY TIMOTHY FERRY

“

Taiwan’s Indigenous Formosan
Mountain Dog

Don’t be mad,” my wife said one
afternoon in an unexpected phone
call telling me that our 16-year-old
daughter had found a puppy on the street
near our home. “There are signs up in the
neighborhood and somebody is looking
for him. Can we keep him until we find the
owner? Should only take a couple of days.”
When I got home that night, this little
black puppy with long legs and floppy
ears looked me square in the eye, grinned,
and all but vocalized: “Hey, I know you –
you’re my new owner!” Then he jumped
up and bit me on the hand.
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That was three years ago, and that little
bundle of legs and ears is now a 50-pound
lean, muscular, smooth-coated, blackcolored tugou with a face like a wolf and
the saunter of a panther. Although he looks
like a wild beast, Butter (to complement
“Pancake,” our dachshund) has an easygoing personality, is playful and sociable,
and can outrace pretty much any dog that
he has encountered. His eyes are soulful and wise, and he’s definitely the most
popular member of our family (except with
the dachshund).
Throughout Taiwan and the world, dog

lovers such as my family are coming to
appreciate the unique charm of Taiwan’s
local “dirt dogs.”
Taiwan tugou are now seen not just
skulking along the riverside parks or near
farmhouses, but also under the doting care
of middle-class families. In our Muzha
neighborhood, neighbors meet nightly on
the riverbank to allow these sociable dogs
to play off-leash in big happy packs while
pampered and leashed purebreds look on
with envy. The same traits that once made
them valuable hunting partners – loyalty,
courage, sociability, and athleticism – now
make them popular with families as both
pets and watchdogs.
Taiwan’s military even flirted with
replacing the German shepherds in its K9
Corps with local dogs, although it’s unclear
if this switch was ever made. The dogs
have become so popular that rescue centers
in Taiwan are even sending dogs overseas
for adoption. A dog that may have once
lurked under a highway overpass, surviving
by raiding garbage bins, can fetch US$800
in the United States.
Crucially, though, not just any old
tugou will do, and enthusiasts make sharp
distinctions between the true “Formosan Mountain Dog” (or more simply the
“Taiwan Dog”) and the teeming hordes of
mongrels populating Taiwan’s alleyways,
parks, and mountain areas.
The Taiwan Dog is considered to be the
descendant of ancient breeds that accompanied Taiwan’s aboriginals across the Taiwan Strait from mainland Asia thousands
of years ago, and is now regarded as a rare
breed. Most tugou are actually mixes of
the ancient breed and more contemporary
breeds such as German shepherds, Akitas,
and pit bulls, each of which was imported
in large quantities at various points in Taiwan’s history.
Chen Ming-nan is perhaps the dogs’
greatest advocate in Taiwan. His fascination with the dogs goes back decades, and
he spent years combing Taiwan’s aboriginal villages in search of the purest Formosan Mountain Dogs. Because these dogs
survived in the harsh mountain wilderness
of Taiwan’s interior and worked side by
side with aboriginal hunters, Chen says, the
dogs evolved to have superior physicality,
athleticism, loyalty, and empathy with their
human masters.
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He sees these dogs as being extremely
useful as part of mountain rescue teams,
for example. But more importantly, in
his view, is that this native dog species is
“our national treasure.” Chen expresses
gratitude “to our ancestors for leaving us
with this very good breed,” but notes that
“unfortunately, it will soon become a historical relic if not preserved.”
For thirty years Chen owned the Formosan Mountain Dog Conservation Center, which housed and bred such dogs. He
has been sought out by researchers from
around the world for his expertise, and his
standards have formed the basis of what is
now known as the Taiwan Dog.
The global standards setter for purebreed dogs, the Federation Cynologique
Internationale (FCI), now recognizes
the Taiwan Dog as a breed under FCIStandard N° 348, described as a “mediumsized dog with triangular head, almond
shaped eyes, thin pricked ears and a sickle
tail.” The Taiwan Dog is “extremely faithful to his master, keen in sense, alert in
movement, bold and fearless.”
The FCI noted that “Taiwan Dogs are
originally native Taiwanese dogs, descendants of the South Asian hunting dogs
which ancient local inhabitants used to live
with in the central mountainous districts.
This breed was the loyal companion of the
ancient hunter in the wild forest.”
The American Kennel Club has fol-

lowed suit and now includes the Taiwan
Dog in its Foundation Stock breeders program to establish the breed in the United
States. The Taiwan Kennel Club likewise
recognizes the Formosan Mountain Dog as
an endemic breed.
Whether an animal qualifyies as an
authentic Taiwan Dog, Chen says, is determined not just by its meeting general criteria for morphology and temperament. He
accepts a dog as a true specimen only if it
exhibits specific behavioral or personality
traits. Are they loyal and fearless? How is
their sense of smell and their hunting ability? Dogs that make the grade form a breed
stock that he hopes will rescue the breed’s
genes from total dilution in the genetic sea
of tugou.
“The number of Taiwan Dogs is already
very small,” he says. “So I very deliberately
dedicated my life to saving the Taiwan
Dog.” Chen has since retired and has given
all of his dogs to other enthusiasts, but he
is still very much involved in the care and
breeding plans.
Chen is joined by a number of Taiwanese both in Taiwan and abroad who have
embraced the Taiwan Dog as a national
emblem and are committed to preserving
it. Dominic Chang now lives in Northern
California but hails from Taiwan and is
one of the founders of the Taiwan Dog/
Formosan Mountain Dog Enthusiasts Club
of America, as well as being involved with

As only some 4% of puppies born on the streets survive to adulthood, their best
chance for survival is to look cute and be adopted by humans.
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the Taiwan Dog Breeders Association that
engages in carefully controlled breeding of
the Taiwan Dog.
He sees the dog as both an international
emblem and a symbol of Taiwanese spirit
that can be embraced by all political parties
in Taiwan’s increasingly partisan society.
“The Taiwan dog is not just a breed from
Taiwan but really an extension of what we
as Taiwanese are all about,” he says. “We
are loyal, protective of our family, committed and are not fearful of adversity,”
he wrote in an email. “The Taiwan dog
should be our unspoken ambassador to the
world.”
According to Johnson Goh, Chang’s
partner in the Taiwan Dog organization,
only around 3,000 “pure” Taiwan Dogs
exist and only about 10% of them are suitable for breeding, with perhaps only 100 of
the purest specimens surviving.
“This dog has been Taiwan’s loyal companion throughout history and as Taiwanese, it is our duty to preserve them,” said
Chang.

What is a Taiwan Dog?
Despite the pronouncements of the FCI
and other kennel clubs, however, debate
continues over what actually constitutes a
Taiwan Dog. Is it an ancient breed that ties
Taiwan to its aboriginal past, or a recent
breed created from a generalized “village
dog” that has been selected and bred to fit
a modern ideal of a mythical past?
The debate is broader than one focusing
on just a single breed, and recent studies by
a host of biologists, ecologists, and geneticists have been turning conventional theories of the origins of dogs on their head.
Approximately some 850 million of
the billion or so dogs in the world do not
live in homes, lack any pedigree or even
a specific mixed heritage, and live mostly
beyond the control of humans. Known
variously as strays, mutts, dump dogs, and
pariah dogs, they are now more likely to be
dubbed “village dogs.” These are the original, authentic dogs, according to scientists
such as the husband-and-wife team of the
Coppingers, who recently published the
book What is a Dog?.
Rather than humans domesticating a
wild gray wolf, scientists now suggest that
dogs actually domesticated themselves by
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Left, one of Chen's authentic Taiwan Dogs reveals the classic triangular face, black
nose, and powerful build. Right, a photo from 1871 shows an aboriginal hunting
party with a Taiwan Dog.

adapting to a niche created by humans –
human trash. These scavengers evolved to
eat comfortably around humans, in stark
contrast to shy, wild canids such as wolves,
coyotes, and jackals – successfully exploiting this niche, much as rats, pigeons, and
other animals have.
As they were not bred by humans,
Darwinian forces have seen them develop
into a remarkably uniform size and shape
around the world, being mostly around 15
kilograms in weight, shorthaired, and lean.
These dogs are not strays, as they never had
a home with humans from which to stray,
and they are not “mutts” or “mongrels”
because they are not mixes of purebreds.
Village dogs aren't breeds but “landraces,” or “a geographically based population within a species,” as defined by the
Coppingers.
Questions remain over whether the
Taiwan Dog now recognized as a breed is
actually a village dog. Embark Veterinary
Inc., a firm that has spearheaded genetic
analysis of dogs throughout the world
for both consumers and research, divides
the world’s village dogs into such categories as European, African, Indian, Asian,
American, and East Asian, based on
regional distinctions. Historical photos of
aboriginal tribesmen taken over a century
ago include small, wiry, smooth-coated,
terrier-looking dogs.
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Are Taiwan Dogs actually just a local
variant of the general East Asia Village
Dog (EAVD), unbred scavengers that aided
aboriginal hunters in exchange for scraps?
Or were they purposefully bred for a role
as hunters? Chen says that these dogs were
indeed bred to be hunters and even distinguishes three different kinds of Taiwan
Dogs based on their tribes of origin.
Certainly the Taiwan Dog today seems
to be bigger than the dog seen in the old
photos and averages 12-22kg in weight
(25-55lbs) – and stands 40-54cm (1621 inches) tall. There also seems to be a
disproportionate number of black and
brindle coats, while most village dogs
around the world are a sandy yellow or tan
color. Could these qualities be the result
of human breeding for desired traits? Or
could they be the result of Founders Effect,
in which a population bottleneck might
occur for whatever reason, leaving behind
only a small number of survivors capable
of breeding, and whose genetic traits show
up disproportionately in future generations.
The Taiwan Dog has been the victim of
numerous culls over the centuries, particularly by the Japanese.
Embark Veterinary sampled dogs from
aboriginal villages in four regions of Taiwan, as well as dogs that were sent abroad
as “Formosan Mountain Dogs.” Most of
the dogs sampled in the study came up

as primarily EAVD, with traces of other
breeds. So far the Taiwan Dog remains
genetically indistinguishable from the
EAVD.
Linda Bakeman, a Taiwan Dog enthusiast in the United States who works closely
with the Embark team and Taiwan Dog
owners in the United States and Taiwan,
said in written correspondence that the
observed differences in size between the
modern Taiwan Dog and its ancestors
“might actually be recent and even inadvertently created by the same people trying to
preserve the purity of the line.”
She observed that “in terms of the
efforts of breeders of ‘Taiwan Dogs,’ who
have been trying to preserve the breed for
30+ years, until now they breed for body,
height, weight, physical and behavioral
characteristics that make the dogs look a
standard way.”
In this sense, these efforts are creating
a modern breed, rather than preserving an
ancient one.
As Taiwan already has thousands of
street dogs living in its parks and alleys and
filling its shelters, the breeding of a “pure”
Taiwan Dog has generated controversy
among dog lovers, including enthusiasts of
the breed in the United States, Canada, and
other places.
In one thread on the Formosan Dog
Lovers group on Facebook, plans for
breeding the Taiwan Dog to preserve the
lineage were met with outrage. “They will
breed more and more and sell more and
more and more, and more will end up in
the streets, mountains and shelters,” wrote
one dog lover. “You are NOT helping
these dogs in any way. You are just making
sure that more dogs die.”
Yet seeing Taiwan Dogs in their mountain homelands, and appreciating the
intense personalities and physical attributes
of these dogs, it’s hard not to sympathize
with those who see something vital, valuable, and worth preserving.
The Taiwan Dog is acclaimed for its
“extreme loyalty, tenacity, and versatility,”
says Johnson Goh. “The wisdom they possess is almost magical, and most importantly the way a Taiwan Dog bonds with
its human is very unique and intense.”
Whether called a tugou or a Formosan
Mountain Dog or a Taiwan Dog, clearly
this is an animal worth loving.
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TAIWAN’S RESORTS ADAPTING
to Meet a versity

PHOTO: THE ONE NANYUAN

BY ALEX BARKER

The stress is being placed on quality service and Taiwanese culture.

T

he last decade has been full of ups
and downs for Taiwan’s hospitality
industry. Initially driven by a surge
in Chinese tourism thanks to president Ma
Ying-jeou’s strengthening of cross-Strait
ties in 2008, the following years saw the
construction of hundreds of new hotels and
resorts across Taiwan.
Recent years, however, have been less
kind. Political strains with China have a
seen a decrease in the number of mainland
tourists, while the steady advancement
of the resort industry in Southeast Asian
nations such as Thailand has begun to
draw both vacationers and trained hospitality staff away from Taiwan.
In the face of increased foreign and
domestic competition, Taiwanese resorts
are working hard to bring guests back.
This means redoubling efforts to focus on
customer service – already seen as a Taiwanese competitive advantage – as well
as increasing foreign-targeted marketing.
Meanwhile, many smaller resorts are finding success by drawing upon Taiwan’s
unique cultural and artistic legacy.
40

Global brands in Taiwan
The new Westin Tashee Resort, located
in Taoyuan, exemplifies the increasingly
international face of the Taiwanese resort
industry. Westin acquired the original
Hong Xi golf course – once considered the
top course in Taiwan – along with its hotel
and residential community in 2013. After
two years of extensive remodeling, including consultation with the international
design agency BGA, the resort was relaunched in 2015.
The goal, explains General Manager
Keven Chen, was to rely on a modern,
stunning design to “create a unique experience from the moment you step in our
hotel.” While the original golf course continues to be a strong pull for guests, Westin
aims to attract a greater number of customers with amenities that include 205 rooms,
dual Chinese and Western-style restaurants,
an outdoor chapel for weddings, in-house
spa, five large break-out meeting rooms,
and even the largest Westin “Kid’s Club”
in Asia.

A diversity of available facilities allows
the Westin Tashee to accommodate a wide
variety of functions and age groups. The
resort is working to attract a greater number of weddings, which can make use of
the hotel’s large ballroom and grounds to
“create the feeling of ‘destination wedding’
right here in Taiwan,” says Chen.
While Taiwanese still account for
approximately 90% of the Westin Tashee’s
guests, management hopes to have foreigners account for 15-20% by the end of
2018. While expanding marketing efforts
towards the Japanese, Korean, Hong Kong,
and Singaporean markets is a critical piece
of this goal, the Westin Tashee is also seeking to build partnerships with Taiwan’s
foreign chambers of commerce – including
AmCham – to host events and offer special
package deals for chamber members.
At the opposite end of Taiwan, the
venerable Caesar Park Hotel Kenting is a
different type of resort experience, drawing
guests from around Asia in search of sunny
days and wide, sandy beaches. Established
in 1986 and originally under Japanese
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management, Caesar Park Kenting at the
time of its inception represented a level
of facility quality and service that was
unmatched in Taiwan.
Following the Japanese recession in the
1990s, the resort was sold to a Taiwanese
owner, though the rigorous service quality
standards endured. General Manager Catherine Chen attributes the resort’s continued
success to this background. “The Japanese
ideas of [Standard Operating Procedures]
and Total Quality Control have provided a
strong foundation for our service model,”
says Chen. “Though as time has gone on,
we’ve adapted our model to be more flexible, which allows us to address each guest
with a personal touch.”
The 280-room Caesar Park has all the
features expected of a top-tier beach resort,
including an outdoor swimming pool, spa,
and fitness center. Yet Chen continues to
believe that these features come second to
ensuring an unsurpassable level of customer service. “Other resorts can always try to
outdo your facilities,” she says. “You can
build a big swimming pool, but someone
will build one even bigger and replace you.
But good service? That can never be easily
replaced.”
The success of this approach can be
seen in the reaction of Caesar Park’s guests,
25% of whom are yearly returners. Even
child guests who participate in the resort’s
“Kid’s Club” receive a hand-written note
on their birthday from their “buddy” – the
resort chaperone who accompanies them
during their stay – and parents often plan
their return trips around the availability of
the buddy who previously spent time with
their child.

tecture. NanYuan contains an extensive
garden inspired by classical Chinese poetry
and Han-dynasty art, while its building
interiors include numerous pieces of artwork and examples of fine local craftsmanship. The estate is sumptuous enough that
former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev both
stayed there during their respective visits to
Taiwan in the early 1990s.
After Taiwanese design and lifestyle
brand The One acquired NanYuan in 2007,
several parts of the garden and buildings
were refurbished, while the manors were
converted into guest rooms. Additional
structures were added, such as a large
outdoor wooden pavilion designed by the
famous Japanese architect Kengo Kuma.
With only 20 rooms available per night,
The One relies heavily on day guests. Intimate daytime tours are delivered to roughly
200 guests per day, with content arranged
around the different architectural and landscape styles on display at NanYuan. The
resort’s restaurant also offers exceptional
cuisine based on a fusion of Chinese and
Western flavors, with ingredients sourced
seasonally from around Taiwan.
“Most of our guests are in their midforties,” explains Brand Development
Manager Albert Ma. “We’re tucked away
in the mountains, focused on art and Chinese culture. This isn’t as inviting for a lot
of Taiwanese youth, but we find that there
is an increasing demand in Taiwan for a
quiet environment and a slow tempo to
relax in.”

Local culture and quiet reflection are
also ideals shared by the Volando Urai
Spa and Resort in New Taipei City. Situated on the bank of the Nanshi River in
Wulai, Volando was launched in 2011
as a combination spa and resort, piping
water directly from the natural hot springs
in the Wulai area. Unlike its competitors,
however, Volando has heavily incorporated
artistic performances as part of its offerings to guests.
These events range from one-off occasions such as musical performances, to a
daily ceremony entitled “Silent Chess,”
in which two performers dressed in traditional Buddhist robes meditate on a board
floating upon a large, open-air hot spring
pool. With their eyes closed, the performers
play musical bowls for an enraptured audience before culminating the presentation
with a Taiko drum performance.

Drawing on culture and history
While the Westin and Caesar’s Palace
might represent the new face of Taiwan’s
global resort industry, The One NanYuan
presents a different, though equally compelling take on hospitality. Located near
the southern edge of Taoyuan County,
NanYuan is based upon the sprawling
estate built by the late United Daily News
magnate Wang Tih-Wu (
) in 1985.
The architecture of the estate is based
on the style prevalent in Wang’s home
province of Zhejiang, while incorporating
aspects of Taiwanese-style Minnan archi-

The One NanYuan in Hsinchu relies predominantly on day guests.
PHOTOS: TH E ONE N ANYUAN
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“All of our staff are trained in performing,” says General Manager George Tuan.
“We truly see our specialty as cultural and
artistic events. Everyone in Taiwan has hot
springs, but nobody has the kind of cultural aspects we offer.” Volando’s staff is
also representative of Taiwan’s rich cultural
heritage, including several Aboriginal performers, choreographers, and musicians.
Beyond cultural performances, Volando also makes use of its short distance
from Taipei to offer daytime spa sessions
through its spa “Dasha,” named after the
Atayal word for the deep green color of the
Nanshi River. As Taipei area locals make
up a large portion of daily spa-goers, this
contributes to a larger gap between on and
off-season attendance, given the Taiwanese preference for hot springs during the
cold winter months. To counter this trend,

PHOTO: VOLANDO

Volando increases the number of special
events during the spring and summer.
Volando’s decision to specialize in cultural and artistic performance seems to
be paying dividends. In 2013, the resort
received accreditation from the French
boutique hotel brand Relais & Chateaux,
one of only two Taiwanese hotels to have
received this honor. Moreover, foreign
guests now make up more than 50% of
Volando’s clientele. The majority of these
guests, explains Tuan, come from Korea,
Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong, though
Europeans and Americans comprise 10%
of Volando’s visitors.

Opportunities for growth

PHOTO: VOLANDO

The Volando resort in Wulai specializes in offering cultural performances.
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Across the board, the resort managers
interviewed by TOPICS continue to foresee
the same challenges facing the hospitality
industry as a whole. They see the current
over-capacity of resorts and hotels in Taiwan as set to intensify with the scheduled
opening of an additional 30 international
hotels in the next three to five years. Without a corresponding increase in the number
of tourists and vacationers, the industry
could soon be facing the closing of many
hotels due to a shortage of guests.
Exacerbating this problem is a lack
of sufficient qualified hospitality staff to
run and operate resorts. “There will be
increased demand for hotel personnel while
we are coping with fewer customers, which
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could possibly lead to a price war,” says
Westin Tashee General Manager Keven
Chen. “A price war, in combination with
the rapid entry of many new hotel managers, could have an adverse effect on the
general quality of Taiwan’s resorts.”
Much of the fundamental challenge
stems from the loss of guests and staff
to Southeast Asia. While the price of
overnight stays between luxury hotels in
Taiwan and Southeast Asia is similar, the
developing economies can offer lower
prices for food, beverages and other goods.
Another issue seems to be realizing that
in many regards, countries like Thailand,
Malaysia and Bali have caught up and in
certain cases even surpassed Taiwan in
areas such as infrastructure development or
visa application ease.
“Thirty years ago, Taoyuan was one of
the largest airports in Asia,” says Caesar
Park Kenting General Manager Catherine
Chen. “Now we are not even in the top
10. In Kenting, we have the added problem
that our nearest airport – Kaohsiung – does
not service international airlines, so the
majority of our guests must take the HSR
from Taipei, then take a bus to the resort.”
Moreover, some potential tourist markets

PHOTO: CAESAR PARK

are deterred by long visa processing times,
while Thailand offers visa issuance upon
arrival in its airports.
One reason for optimism is that the
Taiwanese resort industry does not seem to
be particularly affected by a lack of mainland Chinese tourists, most of whom travel
in large tour groups that typically stay in
hotels located near urban centers or sightseeing destinations. While the trend may be
having on impact on the hospitality industry as a whole, “fewer Chinese tourists
really doesn’t present a challenge for us,”
confirms NanYuan Brand Development
Manager Albert Ma.
To avert a crisis, resort managers
encourage the government to increase its
marketing abroad, especially in geographically accessible markets such as Korea,
Japan and Singapore. Ideally, such a strategy would be complemented by a larger
Taoyuan International Airport to accommodate more international airlines and greater
traveler volume. At the same time, the local
hospitality industry should incentivize new

graduates and trained hospitality personnel
alike to stay in Taiwan by increasing salary
as well offering more opportunities for onthe-job training, position advancement and
inter-departmental mobility.
Finally, Caesar Park’s Catherine Chen
suggests that Taiwanese resorts should
zero-in on their unique attributes rather
than constantly attempt to copy other successful business models. “Be clear on what
your market segment is rather than trying
to do everything equally well,” she says.
That advice also goes for the Taiwanese
hospitality industry as a whole. Taiwan is
still recognized throughout Asia as being at
the forefront of excellent service delivered
with a warm, personal touch. Given that
courtesy towards guests is a fundamental
part of Taiwan’s culture, says the Westin’s
Keven Chen, it makes sense to build on
this asset. After all, “the main difference
between Taiwanese and nearby countries is
that other countries might focus more on
their natural settings,” he says. “But the
true beauty of Taiwan is the people.”

The Westin Tashee in Taiyuan offers golf for the grownups and a wide variety of activities for the kids.

PHOTOS: WEST IN TASH EE
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PUBLIC HEALTH TOURISM

MACKAY TAM SUI HOSPIT AL

leavin pestilence in
THE PAST
STORY AND PHOTOS BY
STEVEN CROOK

A

round the time the Mengjia Longshan Temple (
山 ) was
founded in 1738, a grim aphorism
was circulating on both sides of the Taiwan
Strait. Cha̍ p lâng lâi tâi saⁿ tī la̍k bông chi̍ t
hôe thâu (the Holo pronunciation of 人
台
在一 頭) translates as: “Of
every ten people who have reached Taiwan,
just three remain; six are dead, and one has
returned home.”
Eighteenth-century Taiwan was attractive because, compared with Fujian, food
was easy to come by. However, wouldbe settlers first had to negotiate the Strait,
which in that era was ominously nicknamed the “Black Water Ditch” ( 水 ).
Those who did land safely endured
44

uprisings, ethnic violence, and conflicts
related to land, water, and camphor. Even
so, for Han residents the main threats to
life and health were not other humans, or
snakes or wild animals, but microbes and
parasites. Until around 1915, life expectancy at birth was below 30.
Prescientific minds could not conceive
of microscopic organisms like Plasmodium
falciparum , which causes the most dangerous form of malaria, or Vibrio cholerae ,
the cholera bacterium. Much of Taiwan’s
traditional religion, such as the worship of
Wang Ye (
), is a response to disease.
Malaria is thought to have caused the
death of Koxinga in 1662, less than five
months after his victory over the Dutch in

Tainan. What Qing-era records described
as “miasmata” ( , zhàng) and “pestilential vapors” (
, zhàngqì) were almost
certainly malaria. On several occasions in
the 19th century, the mosquito-borne killer
decimated Chinese, French, and Japanese
regiments sent to invade or subdue the
island.
“The dread malaria works havoc in
every home,” wrote Canadian missionary
George L. Mackay in his book From Far
Formosa . “It is not an uncommon thing in
Formosa to find half the inhabitants of a
town prostrated by malarial fever at once.”
The clinic Mackay founded is still standing at 6 Mackay Street in Tamsui, although
it is not usually open to the public. Hobe
Mackay Hospital (
) is the forerunner of today’s Mackay Memorial Hospital on Zhongshan North Road in Taipei,
as well as the second branch near Zhuwei
MRT Station. Hobe, the Holo pronunciation of
, is an old name for Tamsui.
Mackay chided Taiwanese for supposing “the disease to be caused by the patient
unluckily treading on mock-money put in
the street or on the roadside by a priest or
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sorcerer.” But he did not correctly understand how the malady was spread, either. It
was not until 1897 – a year after Mackay’s
book was published – that Sir Ronald Ross
discovered a malarial parasite in the gastrointestinal tract of a mosquito, an advance
for which he won a Nobel prize.
Malaria was still killing over 10,000
Taiwanese per annum as recently as 1909,
when the island’s population was around
3.2 million. That year, the Japanese colonial
authorities launched a program of compulsory blood tests and treatment of suspected
and confirmed cases with quinine. Progress
was made, despite an outbreak of the disease in 1915 so lethal it severely depressed
the number of births the following year.
In the 1920s, Japanese policy shifted
from suppression by medical means to
eradication of disease vectors. Communities
were mobilized to destroy the habitats of
mosquitoes by draining ponds and swamps.
In 1937 – by which time life expectancy
was approaching 50 and the population
was over 5.4 million – malarial deaths

totaled 3,716. However, the authorities
were never able to reduce the overall infection rate below 2%. Many people were
asymptomatic carriers who did not seek
treatment, so they functioned as reservoirs
for the parasite. When the colonial publichealth system began to collapse during
World War II, malaria unsurprisingly
returned with a vengeance.
Of the 6.5 million people living in Taiwan in 1946, an estimated 1.2 million were
infected. Yet malaria was not the only illness rearing its ugly head at that time. The
Nationalist soldiers and Chinese civilians
that arrived on the island after Japan’s surrender brought with them smallpox (2,040
deaths in 1946 and 1947, compared with
one case and no deaths in 1942), the first
cases of plague since 1918, and a surge in
the incidence of tuberculosis. But the most
urgent issue was the return of cholera, a
quarter century after the previous significant outbreak. The 1946 epidemic killed
58% of the 3,809 people infected, most of
them in the south.

A Japanese-made portable anesthesia apparatus from the early 1980s displayed at
KMU’s museum.

Malaria control
Helped initially by the International
Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation, and from 1950 by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) and
the World Health Organization (of which
the Republic of China was then a full member), the Kuomintang government established what came to be known as the Taiwan Provincial Malaria Research Institute
(TAMRI, 台灣
) to plan and
execute malaria control operations across
the island.
Because malaria was a far more serious problem in the south than the north,
TAMRI was located in Chaozhou in Pingtung County, and its original goal was to
reduce the prevalence of the disease by
spraying DDT in malarious areas. Malaria
used to kill more people every 12 months
than earthquakes killed in the entire 20th
century. Memorials to the 1935 and 1999
quakes can be found in several locations,
yet in Chaozhou no monument commemorates TAMRI’s achievements. (The institute
was moved to Taipei in 1969, and folded
into a larger infectious-diseases unit a few
years after that.)
The “attack” phase of the campaign
kicked off in Qishan in Greater Kaohsiung
in May 1952, and real benefits were soon
apparent. “The idea of using the townships around Qishan as a control area had
to be abandoned in 1953, as the dramatic
effectiveness of the spraying operations led
to demands for equal treatment,” stated a
1958 progress report compiled by TAMRI
in conjunction with the World Health
Organization (WHO) Malaria Team in Taiwan.
“The public welcomed the spraying
squads, but it was the dramatic disappearance of bedbugs, house-flies, fleas, and
other domestic pest insects, rather than the
reduction in malaria, that mainly secured
such enthusiastic support,” the report
noted. The number of confirmed malaria
cases throughout Taiwan in 1956 was a
mere 492.
Victory was not declared for several
more years, however. A reproduction of the
December 4, 1965 letter from the WHO
certifying Taiwan as a malaria-free territory is displayed in the Museum of Medical
Humanities (MMH, 臺大
人
物
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) at National Taiwan University Medical
College in Taipei. The MMH is open from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday to Sunday.
A detailed timeline in the MMH covers
the introduction of scientific medicine to
Taiwan in the second half of the 19th century by missionary doctors such as James L.
Maxwell and physicians employed by the
Imperial Maritime Customs Service (IMCS).
Maxwell’s first foray was in Tainan
in June 1865, but after just 23 days he
was forced to shutter his clinic. His offer
to treat sick people for free resulted in an
uncontrollable torrent of patients and nearviolence from local herbalists and practitioners of traditional Chinese medicine.
He was more warmly received on Qijin
Island (part of modern Kaohsiung) and did
not return to Tainan for nearly four years.
Nevertheless, Sin-Lau Hospital (新
),
a major church-linked medical institution
in Tainan, considers its date of founding to
be 1865.
No doctor in the history of the IMCS
made as great a contribution to field of
medicine as Patrick Manson. In 1866, aged
just 22, Manson took up his post in south
Taiwan. The 16 Western residents of Takao
(as Kaohsiung was then known) were his
first priority, but he also showed a keen
interest in the ailments that blighted many
Taiwanese.
From 1871 to 1878, Manson (a Scotsman like Maxwell) worked in Xiamen,
where he treated multiple cases of elephantiasis, a condition seldom encountered in
Taiwan. After examining blood samples

through a microscope, he concluded that
mosquitoes hosted the responsible parasite
– a breakthrough that eventually led, not
only to Ross’s discovery, but also the realization that the mosquito is the vector of
other ailments, including Japanese encephalitis and dengue fever.
In the UK, Manson is remembered for
founding the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, the second oldest institution in the world devoted to
researching tropical medicine. (The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine was
established half a year earlier, in late 1898.)
The name of another Manson appears
in local medical history. Patrick Manson’s
younger brother David, also a doctor, died
of sunstroke in Xiamen in 1878. Those
who had known him raised funds and a
year later the David Manson Memorial
Hospital was established on the hill at the
western end of Qijin Island, less than 500
meters from where James L. Maxwell had
practiced medicine a decade earlier.
The hospital was considered state-ofthe-art but functioned for less than two
decades. Even its precise location is uncertain, and can only be inferred from a few
photographs. Much of what is known
about the David Manson Memorial Hospital is shared in the Museum of Kaohsiung
Medical University Historical Archives
and Southern Taiwan Medical History
(MKMU, 高
臺灣
料 ).
The MKMU (within walking distance
of Houyi Station on the Kaohsiung MRT’s
Red Line and open Tuesday to Saturday,

The front of the no-longer used Blackfoot Clinic in Tainan.
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10 a.m. to 5 p.m.) features a re-creation of
one of the hospital’s consulting rooms, plus
various medical instruments and extracts
from reports.

Medical heroes
Upstairs there are profiles of 30 “Role
Models in Medicine in Taiwan.” Not all
were doctors or missionaries; among them
are midwives and researchers. Sung Jueilow (
), a hepatologist who died
in 2013, is here. He lobbied for universal inoculation, a policy that after 1984
brought Taiwan’s hepatitis B infection rate
down from one of the highest in the world
to a level comparable to Japan’s. He also
determined that Cesarean section could
reduce the incidence of maternal transmission of hepatitis B.
South Taiwan has another site of interest to the epidemiologically inclined. The
Blackfoot Disease Socio-Medical Service
Memorial Hall (台灣
,
open Thursday to Sunday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.), a Japanese-style bungalow in Tainan’s Beimen District, celebrates the efforts
of one man to combat a peculiar local
health problem. Like the MKMU and the
MMH, admission is free.
Blackfoot disease (BFD) was caused
by drinking well-water containing arsenic. Victims first noticed numbness in an
extremity, usually a foot. Eventually, due to
severe pain and gangrene, the majority of
patients had at least one limb amputated.
The fact that BFD affected only certain
people (no more than 1.4% of the population in the worst-afflicted village), coupled
with Buddhist notions of rebirth and accumulated merit, caused many residents to
assume it was a punishment for bad deeds
in a previous life. Since the authorities
began supplying the area with water from
elsewhere, BFD has disappeared.
The memorial hall is a stone’s throw
from the clinic operated from 1960 to
1986 by Wang King-ho ( 金 , 1916–
2014), a local doctor and lay preacher.
The clinic building still bears the English words: “The Mustard Seed Inc. / PakMng Mercy’s Door Free Clinic.” (Pak-Mng
is the Taiwanese pronunciation of Beimen.)
Visitors can view a short film with English subtitles about Wang’s work, which
included running a straw-mat workshop to
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provide jobs for BFD sufferers, and making coffins when indigent patients died.
Many of the displayed items are labeled
in Chinese only – but the amputated hand
and feet preserved in formaldehyde need no
explanation.
One of Wang’s sponsors was Lillian
Dickson (1901–1983), an American missionary. A bust of Dickson can be found
at another institution where she often
worked: Losheng Sanatorium (
) on the border between New Taipei and
Taoyuan. At the same site is a building dedicated to the memory of Lillian’s husband,
James Dickson (1900-1967).
Losheng, founded in 1930, is Taiwan’s
only remaining leprosarium. Few people
were aware of its existence until a row
erupted over plans to demolish the older
part of the complex so the land could be
turned into a depot for the Taipei MRT.
The announcement was met by protests;
some thought kicking elderly leprosy victims out of their homes was cruel, while
others argued that the historical and
architectural value of the buildings justified their preservation. After delays and
revisions to the plans, it now seems several
of the more interesting structures will be
safeguarded.
Outsiders are free to wander around
the “old hospital” so long as they respect
the privacy of the residents. From Huilong
MRT Station on the Orange Line, walk
past the entrance to the construction site,
turn right up the footpath, then right again
over the narrow bridge. Some bungalows
are still occupied; others are empty and
unlocked but look unsafe. Unfortunately,
there is no information on-site in English
or Chinese as to the original functions of
the buildings, which vary greatly in terms
of style and material.
Another leprosarium was founded in
1932 in what is now New Taipei’s Bali District. As the incidence of leprosy declined,
Happy Mount Colony ( 山
) transitioned into an institution that continues
to look after children and adults with
significant mental and/or physical disabilities. The 80-year-old redbrick Presbyterian
Church at the original location is a muchphotographed landmark.
Dr. George Gushue-Taylor, the Canadian medical missionary who led the colony
for many years, is celebrated not only for

At the Losheng Sanatorium, a bust honoring missionary Lillian Dickson. Losheng,
Taiwan’s only remaining leprosarium, still houses patients.

his work here, but also for authoring the
The Principles and Practices of Nursing ,
a 675-page textbook composed entirely
in Pe̍h-ōe-jī (a Latin orthography used to
write Holo). A copy of the book is displayed at MKMU.
As recently as 1967, the authorities
knew of 4,173 Taiwan residents receiving
treatment for leprosy, 75% of them as outpatients. Since 2004, when the incidence
rate fell below 0.5 per 10,000, the disease
has been officially regarded as eliminated
in Taiwan. Nonetheless, fresh cases are
identified every year – a total of 100
between 2002 and 2013 – as the disease is
detected in local patients in their sixties or
seventies, foreign laborers, or immigrants.
The Taiwan Centers for Disease Control
(established in 1999 and modeled on the
U.S. CDC) is responsible for preventing
emerging infectious diseases like MERSCoV from gaining a foothold on the island.

At the same time, the Taiwan CDC tries to
ensure that scourges from the past do not
return. The authorities handle dozens of
imported malaria cases each year, yet there
has been no significant indigenous transmission since 1972. Having a climate in
which tropical maladies thrive is Taiwan’s
curse, but the seas that separate Taiwan
from the continent is, in terms of disease
control, a blessing.
Dengue fever has been a particular
problem in recent years. The 2014 outbreak
(15,732 confirmed cases, 15,043 of them in
Kaohsiung) was initiated by imported cases.
The following year saw 42,572 dengue
cases, almost all in Tainan or Kaohsiung.
The death rate in 2014 was 1.65 per 1,000;
in 2015, it was 5.15 per 1,000.
The story of how once-common ailments, as well as intruders like SARS, have
been brought under control is fascinating –
and an epic that is still unfolding.
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SUN MOON LAKE FUNERAL

PHOTO: TOBIE OPENSHAW

oo bye to
GRANDFATHER SHI
Two writers’ perspective on a Sun Moon Lake holiday
marked by a peculiar mingling of love and death.

BY JOSHUA SAMUEL BROWN

T

he sound of gongs and chanting
were already pronounced as we
turned the corner and approached
our hotel at the alley’s end. Though we’d
come to Sun Moon Lake for its legendary peace and quiet, so had Shi Ah-gong
though in a markedly different way.
Grandfather Shi had passed away at the
age of 97, and his relatives had booked the
entire street in the normally sedate village
of Ita Thao to hold his three-day funeral.
Taiwanese funerals are in many ways
the opposite of their Western counterparts.
Both are solemn affairs, but the Taiwanese
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have a different take on what constitutes
solemn. A Taiwanese funeral will sometimes employ the services of paid mourners,
women hired to behave as if they’re torn
with grief at the deceased’s passing (despite
never having actually met the person).
Electric Flower Cars are another distinctly Taiwanese funeral custom. In addition to being a great name for a 1970’s
prog rock band, Electric Flower Cars are
covered flatbed trucks bedecked with flowers on which comely young ladies dance,
sing, gyrate libidinously – and occasionally
pole-dance – to honor the passing of the

deceased. Though still seen occasionally,
this type of overtly risqué funeral ceremony
seems to be going the way of betel nut girls
in Taiwan – that is to say, still found on
occasion but considered mostly passé.
Grandfather Shi must have loved Ita
Thao. His relatives were certainly making his last hours there memorable ones.
Though the ceremony did not have strippers (at least none that we saw), there was
no shortage of other elements designed to
produce the hot noise that’s an indispensable feature of any Taiwanese funeral.
Designed both to celebrate the life of the
deceased and ensure their smooth passing
into the next world, Grandfather Shi’s hot
noise included gongs mixed with rigorous
Buddhist chanting, pop music, karaoke,
and later a live band complete with drummers and an accordion. All of this was taking place under a covered tent set up in the
alleyway next to the Cherry Feast Hotel,
where we’d booked a three-day stay in
advance.
The manager was sympathetic. This
was the second day of the funeral, and
she was aware that guests at the otherwise
serene hotel might not appreciate the ceremony as the sincere and somber affair it
was meant to be. She moved us to a room
on the other side of the hotel, giving us an
upgrade in the process. The new room was
quieter, though the gongs and chanting still
filtered in softly beneath the white noise of
the room’s air conditioning.
Having slept poorly the night before
and in desperate need of an afternoon nap,
I initially fumed about “our rotten luck to
have booked a hotel next to a Taiwanese
funeral.” But after a long bath and a short
nap, what had initially seemed bad luck
transformed into epiphany.
Taiwan’s rhythm is peculiar, marching
to its own beat, its own particular ebbing
and flowing, and to the uninitiated this
can seem peculiar, unpredictable even. The
tourist says: But I paid for three days of
peace and quiet, and peace and quiet is
what I expect !
To this, Taiwan replies: Grandfather
Shi so loved Sun Moon Lake that his family chose this very spot, fifteen feet away
from your hotel, to throw a raucous party
with which to simultaneously mourn and
celebrate him. As a guest, surely you understand this?
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Getting the joke, the traveler responds:
Fair enough. But I was told there’d be
strippers .
To which Taiwan replies gently: You
were misinformed.
Taiwan is kind – to its native born,
adopted children, and short-term guests
alike. But Taiwan doesn’t change its tempo
for you. Instead, you must change your
tempo to adapt to Taiwan. And this will
make all the difference.

BY STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

T

he funeral services quieted down
after dark and our air conditioning
drowned out most of the music. It
was hard to ignore the humor of our situation. The next morning Josh and I had
our coffee on the garden balcony. The haze
we’d awoken to yesterday in Nantou City
had not come to Sun Moon Lake, and the
sky was bright blue. We’d just started our
breakfast, enjoying the majestic view of
boats floating out on the peaceful waters of
the lake when the funeral band appeared
next door. Loud drumming, and an impossibly jarring accordion quashed the tranquility I’d felt just a moment before. Was
no place on this island quiet?
But my annoyance gave way to something more philosophical as I found myself
wondering about the people attending the
funeral next door. The world wasn’t stopping for them to grieve. Why should their
grieving stop for us?
This part of our journey was offering a
peculiar mingling of love and death. We’d
booked this lovely hotel for a romantic
getaway, while at the same time the family ten stories below had booked the alley
to mourn the loss of their grandfather.
Romance and mortality are normally kept
apart, but isn’t this distance merely an
illusion? I was finding the juxtaposition
between the two more and more poignant.
Our plans for Sun Moon Lake kept getting changed by outside forces. Josh’s hope
of getting me to bike around the lake got
canceled by rain, so we bought boat passes
instead and went to the crowded side filled

with restaurants and tourists before making our way to the more tranquil Qinglong
Mountain Trail.
This was exactly what I’d been craving
– a quiet hiking trail with beautiful views.
We passed only a few other people as we
climbed past clustered bamboo clacking
together peacefully in the breeze. The view
of Sun Moon Lake was beautiful, and the
trail led us to Xuanzang Temple (
),
a temple that seemed profoundly spiritual
to me. I’ve sensed that other holy sites in
Taiwan were sacred, but hadn’t been personally moved. The monk honored at this
temple was a traveler: perhaps his backpacker persona resonated with me?
Whatever the reason, the Xuanzang
Temple felt like a place where I could pray.
A monk invited us to take some Buddhist
texts. I chose Taming the Monkey Mind ,
hoping it would help quiet my own inner
chatter. She then invited us to write a wish
on a prayer card.
At first I didn’t know what to wish for.
Grandfather Shi’s funeral had reminded me
to be grateful to be alive. I had just graduated college and was traveling abroad with
a loving partner. What more did I dare ask
for? I remembered my anxiety about taking this leap of faith, leaving home and the
world that I knew. Change may be healthy,
but it is rarely easy.

“I wish for the tranquility that comes
with enlightenment,” I wrote.
Afterwards we hitchhiked back to our
hotel, finding the funeral still in progress,
though thankfully at a softer volume. But
the vibe of Sun Moon Lake was sinking
in. My insect bites and overall stress level
had faded. We were getting writing done,
and so decided to stay another day on the
quieter side of the lake. Fewer hotel and
restaurant choices meant fewer tourists and
gave the area more of a small town feel. I
found the people quite friendly.
The next day Grandpa Shi’s funeral
ended and the street emptied, the mourners
taking any evidence of the event with them.
After another day Josh and I would check
out of our temporary love nest and housekeeping would clear out our room, resetting it for the next occupants. As I watched
workers sweeping up the last evidence of
the funeral, I reflected on how everything
is impermanent. These lifecycles begin and
end, sometimes paralleling each other. Life
leads to death; death leads to life. Perhaps I
was mellowing with middle age.

— Excerpted from the newly published
book Formosa Moon by Joshua Samuel
Brown and Stephanie Huffman, available
through Amazon.

PHOTO: STEPHANIE HUFFMAN

The tranquil Qinglong Mountain Trail at Sun Moon Lake.
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THE HONG KONG
you on t now

PHOTOS AND STORY
BY MATTHEW FULCO

A

The former British Crown Colony
offers much more to visitors than
just shopping and dim sum.

s I prepared for my first Hong
Kong visit in October 2005, I
asked my ESL students in Taipei
for advice on how I should spend my time
there. Most of them had been to Hong
Kong at least once.
“Go shopping,” said one student, who
had taken the English name of “Gucci.”
Label-conscious Gucci was no outlier
either. Shopping turned out to be the main
reason my students – mostly working professionals in their 20s and 30s – traveled to
Hong Kong.
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They shopped in Japan too, but Hong
Kong was closer, cheaper, and shared – at
least in theory – a common language with
Taiwan in Mandarin Chinese. In practice,
Cantonese was then and remains today
Hong Kong’s dominant language.
I took my students’ advice. I bought
clothing, trinkets, and a canvas ink painting of an archaic Hong Kong harbor
scene. But it was the bustling city streets
that intrigued me. Though brimming with
human and vehicular traffic, the scene was
orderly. My hotel was in Wan Chai, an old

neighborhood packed with hole-in-the wall
eateries, electronics shops, office towers,
and seedy bars. Glimmering steel and glass
skyscrapers sat beside aged concrete lowrises. It felt like Manhattan’s Hell’s Kitchen
in the early 1990s – gritty, but on the cusp
of a facelift.
The highlight of the trip should have
been Victoria Peak, with its resplendent
views of the skyline set against the maritime traffic of Victoria Harbor and lush
mountains. But when I arrived at the summit, I could barely see the skyscrapers of
the Central business district. Thick smog
had shrouded the scene.
I then overheard two men expressing
disappointment about the obscured view in
standard Mandarin. Thrilled to hear a foreign language I could partially understand,
I decided to make conversation. The two
men told me they were from Sichuan Province, visiting Hong Kong for the first time
with a tour group. They graciously praised
my uneven Chinese as we chatted about
our communication travails with locals.
A few days later I returned to Taipei,
having barely ventured beyond Hong Kong
Island’s downtown. The city’s dramatic
scenery stuck in my mind, even though
I had only seen it clearly at street level. I
couldn’t say I had done much on the trip
besides eat, shop, and gawk at buildings
too tall for earthquake-prone Taiwan.
Thirteen years and eight visits later, I
better appreciate Hong Kong’s charms.
Like Taipei, its dense urban districts are
just a small part of the city’s territory. A
vast, luxuriant countryside lies in the New
Territories and the outlying islands. There
are dozens of hiking trails, idyllic beaches,
and even a few campsites. With the advent
of Airbnb’s home-sharing rentals, you can
spend your Hong Kong sojourn surrounded by nature if you want.
Back on Hong Kong Island, the options
for conspicuous consumption have evolved.
If you don’t care about buying big-ticket
luxury brands, you can still enjoy worldclass food and drink, and not just in the
Michelin-starred sense.
In recent years, the city’s administrators have also made an effort to highlight
quirky historical attractions that illustrate
both Hong Kong’s British colonial legacy
and its enduring connection to the rest of
Greater China.
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On the trail of Sun Yat-sen
As a free port, Hong Kong’s historical
embrace of capitalism has been unflagging, even amidst a Communist revolution
on the Chinese mainland. After Beijing
launched economic reforms, Hong Kong
became a fundraising hub for Chinese corporate giants, from massive state-owned
banks to internet colossus Tencent.
Those firms sprang from a resurgent
China more powerful than it has been in a
millennium. The situation today could not
be more different than in the twilight of the
19th century, when a young doctor from
Guangdong named Sun Yat-sen used Hong
Kong as a political fundraising center.
Sun sought to overthrow the sclerotic
Qing dynasty, whose corruption, weakness,
and refusal to enact political and economic
reforms had pushed China to the brink
of collapse. He was a shrewd strategist,
positioning himself as the leader of China’s
majority ethnic group, the Han, who
account for about 90% of the population.
The Manchus who conquered the Ming
Dynasty in 1644 and ruled as the Qing
Dynasty are considered an alien race by
Han purists.
So persistent was Ming loyalism that
the Qing failed to extinguish it in 267 years
of continuous rule. “To restore the Chinese
nation, we must drive the barbarian Manchus back to the Changbai Mountains,”
Sun once said.
In Hong Kong amidst fellow Cantonese, Sun found abundant capital for his
revolution. Sometimes he solicited funding
directly from wealthy business elites. In
other cases, he resorted to more creative
techniques, like “revolutionary bonds.”
Sun promised to buy these bonds back
from the bondholders at many times their
original selling price.
Sun did not start out as a revolutionary. He originally fled to Hong Kong in
1883 to escape the ossified traditions of his
home village in Guangdong. In 1884, Sun
converted to Christianity. He later enrolled
in Hong Kong’s College of Medicine for
Chinese, where students received Western
medical training in English. No such school
existed in mainland China at the time. He
graduated in 1892.
“Sun Yat-sen’s years in Hong Kong
were formative for his career as a revolu-

tionary and political philosopher,” says a
tour guide at the Dr. Sun Yat-sen Museum
in Hong Kong. Compared to the destitute
mainland, Hong Kong in the late nineteenth century was cosmopolitan, liberal,
and modern, she notes. In the freewheeling
colony, Sun steadily built support for the
Qing dynasty’s overthrow among fellow
radicals and other sympathizers. Prior to
his expulsion from the territory in 1895 at
the request of the Qing dynasty authorities,
“Hong Kong was Sun’s most important
revolutionary base,” the tour guide says.
The Sun Yat-sen Museum itself is a rare
example of an intact former British colonial
residence. Most were razed long ago. After
Hong Kong’s return to China in 1997, the
territory’s government spent tens of millions of dollars to restore the structure and
make it into a museum.
Currently, the museum offers weekly
English-language tours on Sunday afternoon and Mandarin tours on Saturday
afternoon. For history buffs or anyone
interested in Sun Yat-sen, the tour is a

must. It brings to life Sun’s historical significance and his Hong Kong years in a way
that just perusing the documents, garments,
and other objects on display cannot.
Less impressive is the Sun Yat-sen Historical Trail, set up in 1996 to mark key
locations Sun frequented in the Central
and Western districts. The trail aims to let
visitors retrace Sun’s steps. The problem is
that the original structures are long gone,
replaced by upmarket residences, boutiques, and cafes. It’s hard to picture Sun
and his colleagues plotting revolution on a
breezy terrace, sipping single-origin colddrip coffee or craft beer.

The best of both worlds
Travel writer Pico Iyer describes Hong
Kong as “a dream of Manhattan, arising
from the South China Sea.” If Hong Kong
Island resembles the borough of Manhattan, then the New Territories and outlying
islands are like Long Island, whose halcyon
seascapes are a world away from the city

A statue of Sun Yat-sen at the Sun Yat-sen Museum in Hong Kong.
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eastern New Territories. I say “ambitious”
because the trail is remote, winding, steep
in places, and time consuming. The pristine
seascapes of Sai Wan and Tai Long Wan
along the way are mesmerizing. You’ll want
to admire them from afar, and then walk
along the beaches, which you can have to
yourself on weekdays. Altogether, the hike
can take eight hours at a leisurely pace. To
finish by sundown, set out by 8 a.m.
The Tai Long Wan Trail has plenty of
wildlife too. When I hiked it, I passed by
wild cattle and a large troupe of monkeys.
“Usually, the monkeys are pretty chill,” Li
says. “But one charged at me once when I
tried to take its photo.”
After a day of hiking, some visitors to
Hong Kong may want to take the night off.
But for those with ample energy reserves,
the Wan Chai neighborhood has a few of
Greater China’s best watering holes. “Wan
Chai has gentrified quite a lot over the past
few years,” says Karin Crawford, a communications executive who recently moved
to the area with her husband. “It’s now got
great restaurants, cafes, and bars.”
Not everyone is happy about that. Some
Hong Kong residents lament what they see
as thoughtless development in Wan Chai.
Derrick Chang, a public school teacher, says
that developers turned Wan Chai’s oldest
pedestrian street into a soulless promenade
of luxury retailers and overpriced eateries.

A view of Hong Kong Island from a hiking trail in Lantau.
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“It’s a tourist trap,” he says. “It adds nothing to Hong Kong culture.”
For a more appealing side of Wan Chai,
try the rooftop bar in the Woolloomooloo
Steakhouse, located in a tall office tower
on Hennessy Road. On a clear day, the vistas of eastern Hong Kong Island and Victoria Harbor from the restaurant’s rooftop
are stellar.
The drinks are surprisingly good too. I
recommend the Singapore Sling, which the
bar claims is based on the original recipe
from the Raffles Hotel in Singapore. That’s
hard to verify, but Woolloomooloo makes
the drink well, with just enough unsweetened pineapple juice to make it refreshing
without being too sweet.
For a nightcap or two, head to Japanese
master bartender Masahiko Endo’s Mizunara Library, a speakeasy tucked away in
a commercial building on eastern Lockhart
Road. The building itself isn’t hard to
find, but there’s no indication either at the
entrance or in the lobby that the bar exists.
Don’t be deterred. Take the elevator to
the fourth floor. The elevator opens onto
a large wooden door marked “Mizunara
Library.”
In the Japanese cocktail-making tradition, Mizunara focuses on precision, balance, and aesthetics. Drinks look as good
as they taste. And the atmosphere is serious. It’s not a place to slam tequila shots or
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that never sleeps.
Hiking is one of the best ways to appreciate the beauty of Hong Kong’s countryside. The trails are easy to access, of
varying difficulty levels, and well-marked
in both Chinese and English. Best of all,
you can reach many trails by public transport within 90 minutes from the center of
Hong Kong Island, where many tourists
stay. If you depart at 9 a.m., it’s possible to
complete even a long hike by late afternoon
and be back in the city by dinnertime.
Many novice Hong Kong hikers start
with the Dragon’s Back trail on southern Hong Kong Island. It’s easy to reach,
steep enough to provide a bit of vigorous
exercise and is visually impressive. There
probably isn’t a better trail in Hong Kong
for enjoying varied maritime scenes: the
Shek O beach, Tai Tam reservoir, Stanley
peninsula, Tai Long Wan beach, and what
Beijing sees as its very own backyard lake,
the South China Sea.
“The Dragon’s Back is perfect for
beginners,” says Li Chen, a freelance photographer and avid hiker who moved to
Hong Kong six years ago from Liaoning
Province. “It’s steep for the first 15-20
minutes, but not much after that. It’s only
eight kilometers, so you don’t need too
much stamina to complete it.”
More ambitious hikers should try the
12-kilometer Tai Long Wan Trail in the
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guzzle pints. The white-jacketed Endo stands
near the center of the bar, flanked by two local
staff members dressed entirely in black. He
chats happily with patrons, but you may prefer
to just sit back and admire his work.
Of the drinks I tried, the Hyuganatsu
Orange Gimlet was the best. Hyuganatsu is a
delicate citrus fruit found only on the Japanese
island of Kyushu. It makes an ideal substitute
for lime, blending seamlessly with the yuzu, ginger, and sansho pepper-infused Kinobi Dry Gin
that Endo uses.
Of course, superior cocktails made by a
Japanese mixologist come at a price. There’s
a minimum order of 400 Hong Kong dollars
(about NT$1,500) and it’s easy to spend twice
that. Some individual drinks are 200 Hong
Kong dollars.
“That’s Hong Kong,” says photographer Li.
“Capitalism is always running wild here.”

Hikers who tackle the 12-kilometer Tai Long Wan Trail are rewarded with
gorgeous seascapes.
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DOUBLE-HEARTED WEIR

Sailing to Taiwan’s Island
of Seven Beauties

W

hen they find out that the
island’s name literally means
“seven beauties,” would-be
visitors to Qimei could be forgiven for
thinking the appellation refers to scenic
spots. Qimei is, after all, a spectacular
place of rocky coves, basalt cliffs, and
undulating grasslands.
Qimei (sometimes spelled Chimei or
Cimei) is the southernmost link in the
chain of islands that comprise Penghu
County. Located about 295 kilometers
southwest of Taipei, it covers an area of
6.99 square kilometers, making it the
fourth-largest of the county’s 90 islands
and islets. It has nearly 4,000 permanent residents and one of the highest
points of land in the Penghu archipelago (66 meters above sea level).
Throughout its long history –
archaeologists believe people have been
living here, on and off, for 4,500 years
– the island has been known by various names, including Nanyu (“south
island,” because of its location in the
archipelago) and Dayu (“big island”).
During the Qing Dynasty, which ruled
Taiwan between 1684 and 1895, Qimei
was nicknamed “island of widows”
because so many of its menfolk had

been lost at sea.
Although “Qimei” was not adopted
as the official name of the local-government division until 1949, the story
behind this toponym is somewhere
around 500 years old. When a group
of pirates hell-bent on rape and pillage
landed on the island, seven local maidens found themselves cornered by the
intruders. Rather than submit to humiliation and probable enslavement, the
seven threw themselves down a well.
Their willingness to die rather than
surrender their chastity was celebrated

by subsequent generations, and the
place where they died – which is considered their tomb – remains one of the
island’s most-visited spots.
These days visitors are no more likely
to encounter pirates than they are to
meet extraterrestrials, and traveling to
Qimei by boat or airplane is safe. The
quickest way to get to the island is, of
course, to fly. There is usually one flight
per day to/from Magong (the administrative, commercial, and population
center of the archipelago; flight time
30 minutes), and two per day to/from
Kaohsiung (flight time 35 minutes).
The majority of tourists, particularly
those who visit during the peak summer
months of July and August, reach
Qimei by boat. Typically they arrive on
pleasure craft that sail from Magong
around 9 o’clock in the morning, stopping first at Wangan Island.

LITTLE TAIWAN
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These ferry excursions are such a
finely developed tourist institution that
it is usually possible to buy tickets that
include the use of a Vespa-type scooter
on both Wangan and Qimei, or if you
would rather not trouble yourself with
matters of parking and navigation,
you can purchase tickets that include
bus tours around both islands. Those
weighing the former option should
know there is hardly any traffic on
Qimei, the roads are well maintained,
and getting lost is pretty difficult.
The tours allow visitors around two
hours to explore Wangan and a similar amount of time on Qimei, and are
back in Magong for dinner. Prices vary
depending on the exact itinerary (some
routes include Tongpan and/or Hujing
islands), but are seldom more than
NT$1,000 per person for the roundtrip.
Tickets can be bought through local
hotels or at dockside.
If you enjoy sea voyages and Qimei
is your main destination, consider
taking one of the ferries that link the
island with Kaohsiung. These do not
operate daily, but usually sail on or just
before the weekend.
When seeking information about
travel options to/from Qimei and within
Penghu County, a good place to start is
the 24-hour tourist information hotline
0800-011-765. This number is toll free
if you are calling from within Taiwan.
If your question cannot be answered
right away, they will call you back after
doing some research, typically within
half an hour.
Whether you overnight on Qimei
or zip around as part of a multi-island
day-tour, there are a number of attractions you should try to visit.
One is “Wife Waiting for Husband
R o c k , ” a l s o k n o w n a s “ Wa i t i n g Husband Reef.” At some time in the
distant past, legend has it, a couple
devoted to each other lived near
the tomb of the seven maidens. The
husband would go out fishing early
every day, and each evening his pregnant
wife would go down to the seashore to
wait for his return. But one day, while
she was waiting, a fierce storm suddenly
blew in. Fearing for her husband, the
woman stayed outside, but in vain. The

BASSALT CLIFF

following day she moved to a different
vantage point to better scan the horizon
for returning boats. On the third day,
she succumbed to her hopelessness. But,
it is said, her devotion was noted by the
gods and spirits that see everything in
this world, and as the years passed the
rock took on the shape of a supine pregnant woman.
Another popular attraction is “Little
Taiwan,” which is not an island like
Taiwan proper, but rather a peninsula on Qimei’s east coast. In its overall
shape, it certainly resembles Taiwan,
though this rocky platform is quite flat,
whereas Taiwan is one of the world’s
most mountainous islands.
Probably the best known and most
photographed coastal feature is manmade. The “Double-Hearted Weir” was
actually built using chunks of coral and
basalt to trap fish, which swim in when
the tide is high but cannot escape when
it ebbs. Tourists come to admire its
alluring shape, however, not to see it in
action. It is far from unique, but of the
500-odd fish-catching weirs in Penghu
County, it is one of the largest and
certainly the most elegant.

When sightseeing on Qimei (or
anywhere on the archipelago, for that
matter), be sure to bring a hat, parasol, and/or sunblock. The island is
blessed with a sunny climate and clear
skies. Trees and buildings are few and
far between; when trying to get that
postcard-perfect shot of the “DoubleHearted Weir,” you are likely to find
yourself far from any shade.
Many of Qimei’s accommodation
and eating options are in the southwestern part of the island, around Nanhu
Port. During the summer, booking your
hotel or homestay well in advance is
advisable. When it comes to deciding
where to eat, the website of the Penghu
National Scenic Area Administration
(www.penghu-nsa.gov.tw) is a useful
resource, listing details of 70-odd dining
establishments, among them ice cream
specialists, seafood restaurants, and
coffee shops.
Another informative website
b e l o n g s t o t h e Q i m e i To w n s h i p
Government (www.chimi.gov.tw/en/).
For all kinds of information about
Taiwan, visit the Tourism Bureau’s site
(www.taiwan.net.tw).
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